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The Criminal WitnessIn the spring of *48, 1 was called to
Jackson to attend court, having been
engaged to defend a young man accused
I had a long conof robbing ti o refit.
ference with my client, and he acknowledged to me that on the night when the
mail was robbed, he had been with a party of dissipated companions over to Tapham, and that on returning they met the
mail carrier on horseback coming from
Jackson, Some of his companions were
very drunk, and they proposed to stop
the carrier and overhaul his bag.
The
toads were very muddy at th- time, and
the coach could not run. My client assured me that he had not only had no
hand in robbing the mail, but that he
tried to dissuade his companion. But
they would not listen to him. One of
them slipped up behind the carrier and
knocked him from the horse. Thoy then
bound and blindfolded him, and having
tied him to a tree they took the mail bag.
and made off to a neighboring field,
where they overhauled it, finding some
five hundred dollars in
money in various
letters. He went with them, but in no
way did he have any hand in the crime.
Those who did it, tied, anu as the carrier
had recognized him in the party, he had
been arrested.

—ow—

bosom was wet, but as she found so manv
eyes upon her, she became too much
frightened to weep more.
The complaint against her set forth
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ed to the court
on.

NO.

room
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and the case went
ocular

UP--’
“Elizabeth went to Mrs. Naseby’s
and shut the door after her.
1
stooped down and looked through the
room

MAINE, FRIDAY JUNE 20, 1856.

proof is the proof

of the court
So, if you can, I wish you would
procure me the receipts.”
She said she would
willingly go it
the court said so. The court said so, and
she went. Herdw»lling was not far off’,
and she soon returned, and handed me
four receipts which I took and examined.
They were all signed in a strange
and straggling hand by the witness.
“Now, Nancy Luther,” said I. turning
to the witness, and
speaking in a quick,
startling tone, at the same time looking
sternly in her eye, “please tell the court
and the jury, and tell me too, where
you
got the seventy-five dollars you sent to
sister
in
Somers
?”
your
The witness started as
though a volcanic had burst at her feetShe turned pale as death, and
every
limb shook violently. I waited until
the people could see her emotion, and
then repeated the question.
“I—never—sor t—any !” she fairly
room.

gasped.

“V on did !
cited now.

I

thundered, for

I was ex-

“I—I—didn’t,’’ sh faintly uttered,
grasping the railing for support.
“May it please your honor, and gentlemen of the jury,” I said, as soon as 1
■

had looked the witness out of counte“1 came here to defend a youth
who had been arrested for helping to
rob the mail, and in my couise of
preliminary examinations, had access to the
letters which had been broken open and
rifled of money. When I entered upon
this case, and heard the name of the witness announced, I went out and got
this letter which I now hold, for I remcmDcreu to nave seen one bearing the
signature of Nancy Luther. The letter
was taken out of the mail
hag, and contained seventy-five dollars, and by looking at the* post-mark, you will observe
that it was mailed on the very next day
niter the money was taken from Mrs.
Nasebv’s drawer. I will read it to you
nance,

FOCKTII.

of the Avuriitm

:

The diseases I have described as existing in the nasal cavities and in the

—

throat, have

a natural
proclivity downFrom these upper cavities they
pass, by one short step, into the larynx—
the cavity where the voice is formed—and
then by another
equally short and easy
stage, into the body of the windpipe.—
It is a singular fact that their
progress
is always from the
upper respiratory passage downward, and never from the low-r
passages upwards.
They afford a
paraded to the order of progression in the
noral world, in %vhich evil tcndicies are
awards lower depth.
When these diseases reach the
larynx,
1 he secretion used in this
cavity for Iu-

AMERICANS CAN GOVERN AMERJtOA WITHOUT THE AID OP POPISH ETtCXITOB.

Mrs. Naseby resumed her
testimony.
She said sho entrusted her room to the
and
that
no
one
else had
prisoner’s care,
access there but herself.
Then she dethe missing money, and closed
scribed
by
telling how she had found twenty-five
dollars of it in the prisoner’s trunk.
She cculd swear it was the identical
money she had lost, it being two tens and
one five dollar bill.
“Mrs Naseby,” said I, when yon first
The mail bag had been found, as well missed your money, had you any reason
t. believe the prisoner had taken it?”
as the letters.
Those letters Irom which
"No, sir,” she answered.
money had been taken, were kept by or“Have you ever before detected her
der of the officers, and duplicates sent to
the various persons to whom they were n dishonesty ?”
“No. sir.”
direc‘ed. These letters had been sent
Should you have thought of searching
to me for examination, and 1 had returnher trunk had not Nancy Luther advised
ed them to the prosecuting attorney.
and informed you ?”
I got through with my private pre- you
•No, sir.”
liminaries about noon, and as the case :
Mrs. Naseby then left the stand, and
would uot coinc up before the next day,
She
I went into the court to see what was go- Nancy L .tb.r took her place.
came
up with a bold look, and upon me
ing on. The first case which came up she cast
a defiant glance, as much us to
was one of theft, and the
prisoner was a
me if
She gave
you can !”
young girl about seventeen years of age, say “trap
evidence as follows :
Elizabeth Midworth.
She waa very
‘‘She said that on the night when the
pretty, and bore that mild, innocent look, I inon
y was stolen, she saw the prisoner
which we seldom find in a culprit
She
going
up stairs, and from the manner in
was
and
and
the
moment
pale
frightened,
which she went up, she suspected that
rested
1
d
her.
her,
my eyes
upon
pith
all w is not right. So she followed her
She bad been
for her

weeping profusely,

I

OK.WARREN

wards.

TWO DOLLARS A YEAR.

WHY MEN LIKE PRETTY GIRLS.
A Flat Uxthuth.—Referring to the
Col. Benton's Opinion.—The venSermons are frequtly preached for the resolution of
inquiry into the Sumner erable cx-Senator has recently written :
the
purpose of “justifying
ways of God outrage, which was adopted by the House “I consider a slavery agitation (and its
to man.”
Why do preachers never at- of Representatives, the Age says :
natural offspring, aeciional
antagonism)
*•
Several Democrats voted for the icsolu- the
tempt to justify the ways of man to man?
greatest curse, both socially and po•
•
•
whom wns Mr. Fuller,
tion,
our table bo
should
among
littered
with
Why
!
litically, which conld befall our Union,
of Maine."
communications which either take for
This is grossly untrue.
Mr. Fuller ind that curse is now upon us, and
the
of
the
human
granted
race, was the
turpitude
democrat, we believe, who wrought upon us designedly and for the
or
directly charge it with some specific voted foronly
it.
If there were one or two worst of purposes. The Missiouri Comfault? Men are not perfect, it is true;
iromise line, the work of
we have failed to
patriotic men,
more,
perceive it on lad stood above
but it really seems to us that some of
a careful
thirty years, and there
examination
of the yeas and
the things whereof our correspondents
was not one
among those contriving its iricating the vocal chords becomes acrid
there were not "several,”
most commonly accuse their fellow- nays. Certainly
nd the voice from this and other
and the Age must have known this when repeal who was not upon the record fin
causes,
creatures arc rather to man’s CTodit than
rotes or speeches) for its
it stated the contrary.
support, up to | iccomcs hoarse, and when at
Richardson, the he
otherwise.
length the
time of its abrogation ; and Mr. Callate Nebraska candidate for
ocal ligaments are altered in structure
speaker,
How often, for example, do we hear
Marshall of Illinois, Florence of Penn- loun himself, as late as 1848—only two
men blamed for loving
pretty girls,passrears before his death, and after he had 1 iy inflammation and ulceration, the voice
sylvania, and other Northern democrats
ing by those who are said to possess
iroached tpe doctrine of no power in f uffers a gradual extinction. I have treatpresent, voted against the investigation,
every enchating quality except beauty.— and
Southern democrat did the Congress to legislate upon slavery in t d a large number suffering entire le ss
every
Yet no hing can be more right. Nature
and every Southern Fillmore man rerritories—repudiated the idea of re- t t voice, and am
has displayed the most exquisite ingenui- same,
happy to say, it has
also, with the exception of Humphry ' real, and declared that the ■attempt’ to een
in
for
the
where the lungs
lo so would 'disturb the peace and hargenerally
restored,
ty
providing
perfect propaga- Marshall of
Kentucky and II. W. Hofftion of every species; and this instinc^ ai e not been involved in
the disease.
mony ol the Union.’ It has been attemptm in of Maryland.
tive preference of handsome men for
Ihcsc complaints differ
Mr. Fuller's vote in favor of the reso* ! d and accomplished, and the peace and
only in their
beautiful women, and of beautiful wo1 icality from those
lutiou deserves an explanation that may
men for handsome
already described in
men, is one of the
1
detract some little from the credit which
t le
upper cavities ; and they are more
manifestations of that ingenuity. The
ho sought to gain by it.
When the
a
farmer selects the best for seed. The
Shall Kansas be Admitted ?—
larming because two removes nearer
resolution was introduced by Hon. L.
most perfectly developed buffalo drives
his question has frequently been asked, t ie citadel of life.
I ). Campbell, Mr Speaker Banks decided
Happily, we now
j. ut as
away his weaker brethen, and becomes, hat it was a
frequently unsatisfactorily answer- Is now that the seat of these diseases
F'rom
privileged
question.
may
I. We can see no good reason that (.
by right divine, the father of the herd. | diat decision the Brooks
c
easily reached, and we have a showparty, headed ay one can
The stag proves his right to found a
urge against its admission,
Howell Cobb, appealed and Mr. Fnlr
jy
syringe, constructed by mein 1849.
he measure may be
family by first conquering, ir. fair fight, er voted with them. On this
by the
they were order Missourians, and opposed
all his rivals. Through all the realm ofi
the slave power Sl > arianged as to pour the remedial
and
the
Speaker sustained.—
I nature, provision is made for preventing iefeated,
a *rnt <Iii-nr.fl.. __.1
m
I'hen Mr. Campbell moved the previous lay demur, until the strength of the adJ
nnuuui
-J'V..
any
j erents of the peculiar institution is suf- p
! the continuance of an imperfect r ice, and
cerating disturbance of the parts.
:„
iLn*
,.r
»u..
question, and Mr. Fuller again voted ^ cient to
it.
But
of
I
prevent
principles
with the Brooks party that the main
In July, 18.52, Prof. I. H.
1
best specimens; audit is in
AVoodpiity and humanity demand that it b
should, nut be put. He was again
,1 ___l.._
.1_I
rrv, of AVenham,
with this benign principle that beauti- j jucstiun
Mass., a distinguished
in a minority, and when the!
aowever,
t( aeher and
on of the National Government.
! ful women carry the day in
Kan
composer of music, called
1'ial vote was taken under a call ot the
* tor the love of the other sex.
is, in point of population, stands on o 1 me to obtain
relief from these two
and
nays, the sneaking, skulking,
It is tolly, nay, it is impiety to com-! </r.as
etter grounds now than seven other
J seases, from both of
Fuller
was afraid to
brave s
doughface,
which he was suf!
tates did when they were admitted.—
plain of this. The first duty ot woman N'orthern
indignation, and voted for the he inhabitants of Kansas number about j. nng in connection with bronchial and
is to be lovely, as it is the first duty of*
resolution although he had twice aimed
'man to be strong. It is not, of course, j
P
^ 0,000.
irritation. A year previous
to stab it in the dark.—Ktnncb-c Jourin the power of any woman to change
Tennessee was admitted June 1st. t( this, his h.alth had suffered a general
/at.
her features or to rc-model her form.— j
1 796, and had by the census of 1790, b ■cat-down from these
He
complaints
Hut beauty—true beaut —the beauty !
h id soreness in the
The following is a sketch of the 3 2,013 white population.
LiT
1
and trncha;
which attracts and wins the oth r sex—
larynx
Louisiana,
8th,
1812,
had,
April
by * severe
.Sen., at c ?nsus of 1810,
is not so much a result of health as it is remarks of Hon. Josiah Quincy,
J
cough and large expectoration ;
34, 311 population.
; had hoarseness
health itself. And Health, which gives lie Indignation Meeting in Quincy :
with inability to sing;
Dec.
10th, J817, had, by
Mississippi,
bloom to the countenance, sweetness to
n
j “Already eighty-five years, and stand- c snsus of 1820, 42,175 population.
ghtsweats ; emaciation ; general det'ie breath, clearness to the skin,straightng on the brink of the grave, the sands
Arkansas, June 15,1836, had, by ccn- b lity and lowness of
spirits : in short
ness to the form,
elasticity to the step, ol life already fast settling away from s is of 1830, 25,671, population.
ie whole
and
catalogue of symptoms which
under me, what I have to
is the
Jan.
j sprightlincjs to the demeanor,

]|

j

J

j

j
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accordance)

ami saw her at her mistress's
1,0,1
U,I
,l..n_ key-hole,
I saw her take out the money
drawer.
from Mrs. Naseby ; and as tbe case went and
put it in her pocket. Then she
on, 1 found that Mrs. Naseby was her
stooped down to pick up the lump, and
mistress, a wealthy widow, living in Us 1 sruf thsif
wtisl rnmin<r nut
T Vi
town.
The poor girl declared h r inno- ried
Then she told how she
away.”
the
m ist wild terms, and called
cence in
had informed her mistress of this and
on Ood to witn ss that she would rathto search the girl’s trunk.
A hundred dollars in i proposed
er die than st- al.
] called Mrs. Xaseby b ick to the stand.
bank-notes had been stolen from her
“You say that no one, save yours If
mistress' room, ami she was the only one and the
prisoner, had access to vour
who had access there.
room,” 1 said, “now could Nancy Luif vou please*’’
At this juncture, while the mistress ther have cut red
that loom if she wishThe court nodded assent, and I read
was
upon the witness-stand, a young ed T
the following, which was without date
man came and caught me
tiy the arm
sir.
I meant no one else
••Certainly,
save that made
He was a line looking fellow, and big had
by the postmaster’s stamp
any right there.”
on the outside.
1 give it here verbatcazs stood in his eyes.
I saw that Mrs. X., though naturally
“They tell me you area good lawyer," a hard woman, was somewhat moved by tim :
26th, 1837, had, by
Michigan,
say
pure
idicatc impeuding bronchial
••Sister Dorcas :—I send you hecr brilliancy to tnc eye—Health, ros>
he whispered.
The c rnsus of 1830, 31,346, population.
Elizabeth’s misery.
prompting of an honest heart.
Consuruppoor
seventc-five dolers, which 1 want vu to Health, without which there is no blow struck
“1 am a lawyer,” 1 answered.
on.
the
head
of
ccnCharles
March
had
“Could your cook have known by any
Florida,
3d, 1845,
By advice of physicians and
upon
by
it for me til i cum, i cant kepe it beauty, with which no woman is rcpul- Sumner did not fall
‘•Then—Oh!—save her! You can means in
kepe
It
him
alone.
s is of If 40, 27,943, population.
j
upon
[_Ne\v fi iends, he went to Europe, and traveled
your knowledge, where your hecr co/. ime frai l it will
git stole, dont ! sive, is within the reach of most young was a blow purposely aimed at the North. 1 led ford Express
certainly do it tor she is innocent."
c
money was :”
ttcnsivcly. Finding no relief, he rusha
wurd
tu
a
li\in
sole
bout
this
coz
be
l
most
can
best
owe
and
“Is she your sister ?”
women,
It was a blow struck at the very tree ol
by
“Ye* sir ; for she bus often come up to speke
0 1 on in his
i
dont
want
no
bodi
to
I
As
a
know
i
have
mothers
their
hesitated
and
colored.
to Africa.
The youth
daughters.
got
It speaks to us in words not
of the Morning Star.
On
upon
Correspondence
1
and
1
have
liberty.
!
room
when
was
there,
my
ennv
“Hut—hut—
“No, sir, he said
money, yu wunt will yn. i am * rule, no women can he offcastve to men to be mistaken. It says to us that NorthThe whole transaction is most suggestive, ri aching Cairo, his disease showed its
which
to
her
with
given
buy pro- first rate hecr,
money
Here he hesitated agiiu
only that gude for noth- who possess these three things, good ern men shall not be "heard in the halls i not alarming. We have time to add hut fi rat abatement.
visions of market-men, who happened
Remaining here a few
in
‘•Has she no counsel
1 asked.
snipe of liz madwurth is heeryit—but ! teeth, a clear complexion, and good ol Congress, except at the peril of the !* word. Slavery has been petted and pan- v
with their wagons.’’
along
‘red by its open friends at the
its j eeks, he found himself, as he thought,
1 hope to git rid of her.
be bowio
of which
can
no
rote yu temper—neither,
“None that's good for anything—noyu
the
South—by
and
revolver. Hies
Miifo,
“One more question ; h ivp you known
bludgeon
at the North.
Its policy now is to a lout well.
Rut when he reached
body that'll do anything for her. Oh, of the prisoner’s having had any money bout her. giv my luv to awl enquiren possessed unless the bodily constitution Nor is this any now thing.
rule or ruin !" The tame and pliant yield- i.
friends.
this
is
is
l’rum
til
sound.
sister
on his
save her, and I'll piy you all I've got
essentially
The bludgeon heretofore only brand- ;
your
urope
way home, his cough,
of
the
free
to
all
it
has
States
-luce tiiis was sto eii?’’
demanded,
lg
doth.
Nancy Luthkr.”
I can't pay you much, but 1 can raise
| Let no women repine that men ished, has at last been brought down, i taken as an assurance that they will yield I ith all his other bad symptoms, returnd,
“No sir.”
as
1 hand- should prefer the beautiful of her sex and now is the time for the North to t .all it can demand ! The
Now, your honor,” i said,
something.”
I
plain declaration a id after a year’s weary search for health,
[ now called Nancy Luther back, and ed him tiie letter, and also the
receipts, before all others. Let her rather be- tight. C'hus. Sumner needs not our sym- I as gone forth to free men and freedom, from 1, e came to
I reflected for a moment. I cast my she began to tremble a little, though her
the wharf a» Boston in about
“you will see that this letter is directed come beautiful herself. Or, if she can pathy; if lie dies his name will be im- 1 lie sponsor of the pro slavery party, VVc I"
eyes towards the prisoner, and she was look was as bold and defiant as ever.
•ill subdue you /” There is but one question t ie same condition as when he
to Dorcas Luther, Somers,
not make herself beautiful, let her beleft. It
his
Montgomery
name
with
will be enrolled
mortal;
She
at that moment looking at me.
••Miss Luther,” 1 said, “why did you
D\v before this country—that
question is. v as at this moment that,
county. And you will also obs tv. that come as beautiful as she can, and thus! the names of Warren, Sidney and Rus- Via!I
disheartened
rule
the
?
or
freedom
nation
caught my eye, and the volume of hum not inform your mistress at once what one
slaved/
hand wrote that letter and signed ; conform to natures behest.
sell ; if he lives he is destind to be the
From what we know already exists at the Ia id expecting to die, he picked
ble. prayerful entreaty 1 read in those you had seen, without waiting lerlier to
up the
those receipts.
It is plain now tae Hunof
the
nation.
;
tatioiial
light
tearful
resolved
me
in
a
moCapital—from what is believed to £ Evening Traveller, the first
orbs,
ask you about the lost money ?
large,
ri
dred dollars was disposed of.
paper that
xist
is
in
our deliberate and set- ;
Kansas—it
J.
SeventyAdams
once
to
Tat:
said
“Tne
Plantation
and
Farm
DkmocQ.
the
me,
In my soul I knew that the girl
ment.
“Because 1 could not make up my
n ict bis
live were in that letter and sent away RACY.—\S’iuIJ not
eye, and saw an article on
tmth and rig iteous- cliaract 'rustics of Southern Representa- 1 led judgment, that there is but one wny and
was innocent; or at least 1 flrmlv believ- niiud at once tc expose the poor girl,’
'■ ne time left for freemen to answer this ques- t iroat diseases which
tor safe keeping, while the remaining noss he
tives
are
and
desthe
fearlessness
aided by setting forth
boldness,
brought him to
fad,
ed so—and perhaps I could not help h'T. she answered promptly.
ion. That is, at the ballot box next nationtwenty-five were placed in the prisoner’s that while we prate of "the Democ racy of peration ; while ihe characteristics ol i. 1 and Presidential
ly office.
before his deFortunately,
I arose and went to the girl, and asked
“You say you looked through the keyelection !
freedom triIf
trunk for the purpose of covering the the
South,” the
Democracy of the the Northern Representatives have always | imphs in the next Congress, and carries the 1; arture for Europe. Mr. AVoodbury had
her if she wished me to defend her.— hole and saw her take the money
Oi the tone of the other
real criminal.
North,” “National Democrats,” "the been dog timidity and fear.” And well Executive power of the Government at the fc ought a farm in Wenham. 1
She said yes. Then 1 informed the court
“Yes sir,
of ihe letter, I leave you to judge. Uadical
gave
pproaehing election, Kansas may be saved r im an
Democracy,”
that I was rea ly to enter into the case,
Republicans," the South know this.
“Where did she put the lamp while parts
instrument with the proper
And now, gentlemen of tin jury, 1 leave I "Americans,” •
If we do not act now, the chances may l i> freedom, and freedom may be saved to the
Wh gs,” See, &c., i
and was admitted at once. The loud she di«l no ?”
Straight
Put let the pro slavery power pre- r lodicines to inhale, and directed him to
my cause in your hands, only l will thank there are, in reality, but two classes in the ! never again return ; and all that will be 1 ountry.
murmur of satisfaction which ran thro'
“On the burca.’’
ail this once, under those circumstances,
(iod, and l know you will also, that an United States—politically
l.-ft the North will he to tackle in with
ork every day on his farm, to the exit..
i... *
<•...i
the room, quickly told me where the
speaking—and
“In your testimony, you said she
mocent person has been thus strangely these are "lie Plantation
the slaves, and drug the carts of slave- j imt tu us as
3nt of his physical
it
the
were.
she
of
when
nation\Vr
a
down
Democracy,”
a
are
neither
up.— saved from ruin and
sympathies
people
picked
ability, and to come
stoped
alias "Slavery Democrats," and “the' holders, only beseeching them to spare
disgrace.”
nor an alarmist ;
but we beg that 11 3 me three times a week to
iruphet,
1 asked for a moment’s cessation, that What did you m an by that:”
have the
the
The case was given to
jury imme- Farm Democracy,” alias " Freedom Dem- the whip, and make the load as light as lu-so words may la- marked and remendiered, i,
The girl hesitated, and finally said she
1 went and
1
I might sp ak to my client.
and windpipe showered with a
their examination of ocrats.”
irynx
our
vhcn
we shall have fallen
with
diately
following
one
who
chooses
see
can
at
asleep
Any
possible.
she
sat down by her side, and asked her to did not mean anything, only that
the letter.
athers ! Of Kansas, with imploring arms I roper medical solution.
They had heard from the a glance that such is the true classification
These dirocstate to me candidly the whole ease. picked up the lamp.
mtstretched for freedom, we cannot now t
witness’s own lips that she had no mon- of the people of the (at
Votes
of
Ihe
States.
The
doctoral
with others relating to his
Lons,
United
have
present)
I.
“How
said
“Yerv
well,”
general
had
lived
with
Mrs.
long
She tdd me that she
peak—our heart is too full for utterance.—
ey of her own, and without leaving th ir States.
We publish, for reference the follow- deader,
ealth, he followed to the letter. It is
love the Bible ! Take it, please
you
Naseby two years, and that during all vou been with .Mrs. Naseby :
s.ats they returned a verdict of “Not
In the s luthcru states the Farm Deming table of the electoral votes of each of ake it as you close this hasty letter, and read c nough to say that all his bad
“Not quite a year sir.”
that time she ha 1 never seen any trouble
symptoms
oerats,” are, politically, bound and gagged,; the States :
guilty,”
lie three first verses of the ninth chap, of
|
“How much does she pay you a week?”
before. About two weeks ago, • le said,
The youth who had first asked me to and cannot be heard.
Hence such as can,
tomans—then turn to Isaiah and read twen- c T&dually subsided, and upon the ap“A dollar and three quarters.’,
EBEE STATES.
SLAVE STATES.
her mistress lost a hundred dollars.
defend the prisoner, caught me by the
y vers-s of the first chap. Then pause—pun- [ proach of the following winter, he found
8
8
“Have you taken up any of your pay
Maine,
“She miss id it from a drawer,” the
Maryland,
hand, but he could not speak plainly
ou. of the reach,
as
hr—pray—art, as one bound to the Judg- | imsclf nearly recovered. In accordhave hitherto New
hey
there
been
?"
3
have
5
since
about
asked
me
Delaware,
you
ueut of the Great Day.
‘-Damkl.”
Hampshire,
girl told me, “and she
lie simply looked at me through his tears supposed, of the control of the
Plantai—.
—*e:
„c
i.
nn,i
ncc with
15
“Yes sir.”
Massachusetts, 13
my advice however,he abst&i:
Virginia,
for a moment, and then rushed to the tion Democrats.”
went to Kansas
.Many
much?”
10
5
“How
North Carolina,
1 d from
professional labor until the folthing 1 knew, Nancy Luther told Mrs.
fair prisoner.
He s- cm d to forget where with this view—but Me-srs. Atchison, Vermont,
‘•Look here upon This Picture,
5
South Carolina, 8
“1 don,t know sir.'?
Connecticut,
ne was, for he
Naseby that she saw me take the money
lvd os This.”—“ I intend that my 1 3wing spring, since which time he lias
flung his arms around her, Douglas and Pierce are on their track. I Rhode Island.
4
10
from the drawer—that she watched me
Georgia,
“Why don't you know ?”
and sue laid her head upon hi- bosom need uot pursue the
alministration shall leave no blot upon j ersued his calling
figure,
3
diligently. In tin
35
New York,
“How should 1 ? I've taken it at and
Flordia,
They then went
through the key-hole
fair record.
An administration (
iur
In the northern states, it might be supi
wept ulotid.
Production to a popular lx ok n music,
7
11fit-re..t times, just as 1 wanted it, ai 1
7
New
to my trunk, and theyftrand twenty-five
Alabama,
Jersey,
1 will not attempt to describe the posed, there wou.d bo found no
wot thy
of
confidence
at
he
nil
vould
Pluuta7
27
d and published, after his rcdollars of the missing money there. 1 have kept no account.”
Mississippi,
] ionic, or respect abroad, should it cease I repar
scene that followed; hut if Nancy Lu- ] tion Democrats.”
But—like Gorgey in Pennsylvania,
6
23
“Now if you had any wish to harm the ther had not been arrested for the
Ohio.
Louisiana,
But Oh, sir, 1 never took it—somebody
c
the
that
the
o
be
influenced
effort
for
theft,
overy, he was kind enough to speak in
conviction,
by
Hungarian liberty—there arc Indiana,
twen4
13
Texas,
else put that money there !”
prisoner, e mldn’t you have raised
10 apparent advun'age can bo purchased
she would have been obliged to seek the hundreds whom political
arm commendation of
has
?
patronage
trunk
my system of
to put into her
4
11
Arkansas,
I then asked if she suspected any one ty-five dollars
of the officer*; for the excited enlisted in this class; and thousands, de- Illinois,
,t a price so dear as that of national (
L’catment.
w ith virtuous protection
she
12
6
•‘No,
sir,”
replied
Kentucky,
Michigan,
“I don’t know,” she said, "who could
vrong and dishonor.”
people would surely have maimed her, puted by their sophistries, suppressions Iowa,
The few brief reports I shall
i2
4
Tennessee,
have do ;e it but Naucy. She has uevoi indign ition.
print in
I fervently hope that the slavery
! if they had done no more. Next mom* and misrepresentations, give th in their
monlaid
not
have
5
9
any
* iiese articles are
“Then
Missiouri,
up
Wisconsin,
you
of a large
(
and
that
no sectional
liked me, because she thought 1 wai
wiitis
at
a note handsomely
votes.
received
1
rest,
sample
only
I’jcstion
j ing
4
have been there ?
I ten, in wh eh I was told that within was
umber 1 have on my boo's, which 1
treated better than she was. She is tin ey -iuce you
The “Plantation Democracy" will, in a \ California,
ir ambitions or fanatical excitement may
“No sir, and what’s more, the money
few
me
token
of
due
renew
threatenthe durability of our in- t: lay, some time or other, find an
cook, and 1 was the chamber-maid."
their
but a slight
gratitude
|
days,
igain
plausible
experithe
was
money
trunk
120
176
oppoi-.*
She pointed Nancy Luther out to me found in the girl’s
for my efforts in behalf of a poor defence- inents on the endurance of the
Karin
titutions, or ooscure the light of our ^ y to
You might have |
publish.
She was a stout, hold-faced girl, ahoui that Mrs. Naseby lost.
Address of
It was Democracy," at the convocation they j
but much loved maiden.
less,
irosperity.”—rLInaugural
Si mner’s Speech.—In
that, if you’d only remember
IK A WARTiEX, M D.
circumstances Franklin Picicr.
two-and-twenty, with a low forehead known
| signed “Several Citizens, and contained have, with chain tcristic modesty, ordered Mr. Sumner's great speechany
on the wrongs of
3 Avoue Place,
I one hundred dollars. Shortly after he to meet on the soil of the tat >r at Cincinsmall grey eyes, a pug nose and thicl | what you hear.”
Boston,
Kansas would have been very extensively read.
1
was said very sarcastically, and
Short Catecsisms.—An old cntechUps. 1 caught her glance at once us i wasThis
youth came to pay all the money h I nati. What new measure of “subjuga-i Btit the outrage on the person of the orator
intended as a crusher upon the idea could
res ed upon the fair young prisoner, am
1 simp y showed him the tion” is to bo adopted ?
raise.
Good and Bad Skins.—It s a
will send it to nearly every reading man's i sin runs as follows:—
into
the
good
have put
money
the moment 1 detected a look of hutrei that she could
9 ign to see a man
Noes Vmutoxs.
home in the country. The Daily Times Ofnote 1 had received, and asked him te
“Who
rules
the
Ans.
“The
doing an act of chariwas
1
people:”
However,
s
trunk.
the
issued
an
fice
has
edition
tha
prisoner
a
was
convinced
his
wife
which 1 read there, 1
upon
newspaper diluster.”
It’s a bad sign t.i
y to his fellows.
| keep his hard earnings for
not overcome entirely.
at one dollar per hundred copies.
Of
she was the rogue
ear him
He owned he intendwhen he got one.
The Juno number of the Monthly sheet,
boasting of it. It’s a good
“Who rules the Minister?” Ans.—
me if you belong to
tell
tfiis
edition
sold.—
thousand
have
been
“Will
you
sixty
“O, sir, can you help me ?’’ my elien
ed to make Lizzie Madworth his wife Law Reporter has haen issued
hing to see the color of health in a man s
by Messrs. The Tribune pur dishes the
in pamph- ‘The King.”
this State ?’’ 1 asked next.
asked in a fearful whisp r.
^ ice. It’s a bad sign to see it all conNichols &Co. It is now under let form, at forty cents per speech
very soon.
Crosby,
Tridozen.
The
air."
“Who
rules
do
the
“I
King?" Ans. “The c entrated in his nose. It’s a
Next day, 1 succeeded in clearing mj the editorial charge of John Lowell, bune edition go£sofl‘ about as fust as they get
“Nancy Luther, did you say that girl’ ,
good sign
“In what town ?”
name was?”
, osee an honest man
other client from conviction of robbing K.stj. It contains a very able, searching them by dozens and hundreds to their friends ’ope.”
wearing old clothes,
the
an
instant
for
and
hesitated,
She
who
“And
rules
tho
in
the
and
ban
mail
Ans.
sir.”
1
t
s
“Yes
a good
and conclusive exposure of the
the mail ; and made a considerable
Pope?”
every
brings large
sign to see a woman dressed
great orders.country,
bold look fursook her. But she finally die
We presume that a million copies ‘The Devil.”
( ith taste and neatne ss,
“Is there any other girl of that nam
of the fortunate discovery of the let wrong recently perpetrated by tho coaliit’s a bad sign
|
will
lie
before
:
distributed
next
November.—
answered
about here?"
A new catechism adopted to the t o see her husband sued for feathers and
tor which had saved an innocent girl or tion Legislature of Maine, in the removThe speech is uncommonly able and brilliant,
in
Somers,
Montgomery
-1
belong
1 3olery, gems and
al of Judge Woodbury Davis—a
‘•No, sir.”
the day before, in my appeal to the j ury
jewelry.
wrong abounding in strong passages and felictous ;imes runs as follows :—
county.”
“Tnen rest easy. I will try hard t
j and if I made them feel that the finger o done not so much to that gentleman as illustrations. It is Mr. Sumner's most subdoes
the
Who
for
Mrs.
the
to
Naseby.
thinking
1 next turned
present
it wa:
save you.”
was in the work,
to
the
Omnipotence
principles which underlie a truly dued aud powerful performance. As to the idministratioa ?
Many literary “affusion*” proceed from watAn.
The Southern
“l)o you ever take a receipt from yout because I
1 left the court-room, and went to th 3
sincerely believed the younj democratic government, yet perpetrated charge of personality that has been brought Nulifiers.
1 r on the brain.
them r 1 asked.
when
pay
the
in
fu
r
you
there
not
one
sentence
him
and
asked
of
all
crime
girls
is,
and sanctioned by men pretending to be against it,
pros cuting attorn y and
man was innocent
Who does the thinking for the Nulithat is not
‘Always,’’ she answered.
the let era 1 hud h .nded to him—th
decidedly within the rules
am sure they thought so too.”
^ The Journal gives us an excellent
Democrats, aided and abetted by recre- speech
one of then
and
of
send
debate. It is severe in parts fiers?
An. Atchinsou and StringfelI
"Could
get
you
ones that had been stolen from the mail
parliamentary
ant Whigs.
•eason why Mr. Buchanan cannot be eand
it
is
now here low.
but
powerful
?’’
throughout,
me
bag. Ho gave them to me, and, h ivin tor
ry a wise lady has said, “If a womai 1
tV"A Western editor cautions his tall read- uncivil.
••She has told the truth about my pay
Who does the thinking for Atchiu- Ltcted, that he is “a woman hater-—a
selected one, 1 returned the rest, am.
would have the world respect her husband ers against
dried up old bachelor—and the ladies
kissing short women, as the habit
Ans. His
told him l would see that he had th e jaents,” Mrs. Naseby said.
C7* When is charity like atop? When it son Stringfellow.
:
set the example."
*
hat rendered him round shouldered.
that does the
for the
3an have no
one 1
“O, I don’t doubt it,” 1 replied ; “bu she must
to hvm.
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From California
Tlic following extract from the Ostcml
Key that vnu. Unlock a
Wasivirotor, June 16th.
%
was
16th.
of
Mr.
Buchanan
which
New
York,
Circular,
plain
promi- ^ iIystekt.—The followin' letter will
Sbkatr.—Mr. Brown submitted a resoluthe
from
was
oi'thc
omitted
anc
authors,
lent crimes and outrages commit Us 1 upon the
Popular Enforcement of Justic. 1 ion which was adopted, calling on the Prcsi; lerve to show
why it was necessary to Cincinnati platform by mistake. It lays
ED'.. YKI) KEN NO,
lent to communicate a copy of the instructions
ELT^WCRTH:
people of Kansas, with the purpose to force all on Alilen Jackson,
Die Morning Express has seen several J o Mr. lluchanan on free
SccrcJ AMES M. DEKRING,
late
doctrine
ships making free
Esq.,
down the latest administration
them.
ilavery
are
authenticated
letters from San Francisco, de- ( ;oods, and M. Buchanan’s letter to J«ord
upon
Gil Uil.KS J. GILMAN,
They
of State, for a statement as to the i in regard to the much abused vocation private
J*T“.IT)\T MOKXIN.J, /CXK 20, On'.
HIRAM ill ltltAKD,
events there connected with the ,'larendon, on the same subject.
by legal evidence, and no denial of them is ary
(ailing
first time
m ans taken to
Mr. Clayton said it would he remembered
ALONZO GARGELOX,
supply the towns with of piracy, and places it for the
The Vigilance
of James King.
Riyuhliran Attempted by the jH-rsons implicated
of in- murder
had carefully abstained from uttering
ic
John u. Morrison,
■esolves in relation to the Constitutional: under the sanction and protection
has
of
these
one
letters,
Committee,
says
INVASIONS.
ternational law.
LEMUEL TROTf,
Stall
luring the present session, one word calculated
y
OH f>r a State Oav.itioi.
muster
on
its
of
5000
members
was
This latter
among |
o add to the excitement growing out of the
Nov. 29, 1854. Miss mruins to the num- intendments.
FRANKLIN CLARK.
It is a privilege of which every Ameri- upwards
roll. Casey, and Cora, the murderer of j ircsent distressing occurrences in Kansas.—
PHILANDER CORl KN
j Comm,tin. ber of over 1000 invade the territory, armed, ;he pipers turned over by the Chairman can must be proud, that he will soon j
Ic had endeavored to conciliate all parties in
be
drive the judges and l«*gal voters Vrom the
Colonel Richardson, would certainly
N. G HICHROKN.
if the old board of Selectmen of a town have an opportunity of testifying their
this committee on the 1 ►rdor that he might on some suitable occasion
A. R HALLOWKLL.
executed
by
'U' \ I.K 1 K< I'LK < F M.VINK.
pdls. and by fraudulent I allots pretend to
by
for a class of men whom civi>rescnt a measure of
justice and
elect \\ hitfield delicate to Congress.
n this
JOHN RRIDGES,
of the 22d of May, the day af- >eacc. He now rose forharmony,
County, to the Chairman of the sympathies
the purpose of maklized nations have hitherto been accus- morning
Morch 30, 1853. Nearly 4(MM1 Misouri- tew board.
J. S. MONROE,
ter the departure of the steamer.
The last year's Chairman !
ng the proposition in the sincerity of an honans again invade the
tomed to treat rather harshly, and also
WASHINGTON LONG. J
territoay and repeat I
The Vigilance Committee, moreover, est heart desiring to propitiate no particular
the out rages committed in Xoveml*T preced- a-as a straight whig, and this letter was j to assist in establishing the comprehenThi- >':■ <" » n.':«r Wh.'n
y iu will !*■ call.nl
had determined to sit in perpetuity un- nitty nor section. He would not preseut his
>
ing.
nil as a partiznn of any candidate for the
j» n t -jiv your suffrage# fbr the m n t
part of his instructions from the lead-; sive principle of international law, that til not
Dot. 1, 1855.
Thirl invasion of Missouri-‘
I
only the city of San Francisco, Presidency,
to
but like the sailor he desired to
w .-n will b
of the late! any nation has a right to appropriate
■rs of the “board of tiadc,
committal the are ami direeans, accomplished by simular
should
be
State
the
entire
but
subjected
outrages.
jo in a gang by himself. He was the repreof any weaker nation
n of rixil uffiirs in the St.it-*
Dec. 15 1855.
fourth invasion, by which whig party. This town, in consequence ; itself the territory
ami Nation.
have sentative ot a little State
to a thorough purification.
They
(Delaware^ which
if un able to make a satisfactory bargain
an endeavor is made to vote down the free
"black list,” embracing the occupies middle ground between the Northern
if this letter, as we may reasonably supa
]‘-'oj.Ij will ever sacredly prize the
prepared
for
it
*tate
constitution
but
at
failure.
[Pott.
ind Southern portions of the confederacy.—
proves
e.t iu
j *\\ v of s i.vting their own rulernames of about ISO of the most notorious
i’he Northern county of that State with fifty
May 21, 1856. Janes, a Missouri jxjst- pose, did not vote on the constitutional
“But if Spain, deaf to the voice of her
^ Lnever ii.
murderers, thieves, and blacklegs, all of thousand inhabitants, has
y cease to value tlii.- privilege.
master, heads an armed mob of Alabama. imendment.
scarcely one hundown interest, and actuated by stubborn
e;r lib tic# art* without
whom will be required to quit the conn-1 red slaves. The Southern, is as grossly proCarolina and Missouri men, wbieli marches
safeguard#, and
dtmocratic
a false sense of honor, should
The
and
this
writer
of
prCtiou*
pride
the government under wl i. h
Against Lawrence, pillages and plunders it.
try at short notice, or contemplate the daverv as Georgia. The Middle country is the
they live •‘tin-1
with violence to the inhabitants, and the otter is no less a personage than an cx- refuse to sell Cuba to the United States,
not he distant from certain ruin.
of summary judgment before me which gave him his birth and is conservaTo the
contingency
what
will
tive and fairly divided in opion but the whole
the
arise,
then
ought the tribunal of Judge
question
burning of several buildings.
nember of Congress, and a member of j
Lynch. Among »f that little
1 -tri >ti-rn and heroic spirit of our ancestors,
State is deeply anxious to preOct. 2 1855. Thomas Neuman, free state
to be the course of the American governsaid
to
be
those
names
are
and to the favor of a
»e ve the Union and prevent rupture if posthe Senate of Maine at the time. We | ment aindcr such circumstances r Self- their
man. stabbed in the street of Leavenworth
pf
benignant Providence.
Yankee Sullivan, the puglist, and Daful sible, He had objections to Kansas coming
j.
we indebted for the b*t
bv a gang of Missourians.
system of govropy from the Report made to the Sen- preservation is the first law of nature Hoderic, who was at one time the Demo- info the union now as a sovereign State—one
Oct. 2, 1855. Child killed while at play,
uent in the world.
as well as with individuals.
with
states
rewas
the
to
whom
Only hv a blindness
ite, by
Committee,
at Leavenworth, by a shot fired
cratic Southern candidate for United reason was, there is not a federal population
by a Misourd dt*generuiy that would be shameful in
acted upof 20,000, exclusive of Indians and others not
fin at James
FAX BNCCNT AND FREE MI N
Furnani, a free state man, ferred the message of Governor Merrill, All nations at different periods
States Senator.
t -i extr nie, can w
taxed.
hj indifferent to the !
it has been
on this maxim.
which missed him and enters! a window.
Although
the
now
on
extends
ind
the
Council
The
Committee
The telegraph brings us the glorious
Vigilance
There is a feeling in the North which if sufreport of his
Nov. 23, 1855. Charles W. I)ow, a free
made the pretext for committing flagrant
j reservation ol t!.e in *stimable boon which *
said
througout the State, and it is
every fered to continue, will result in serious injury
nows of the nomination of tho
h is b *n e hi) aitt 111 our
gallant and state man, shot by F. N. Coleman, pro- Constitutional amendment, so much as injustice, as in the partition of Poland, little town and hamlet now has its or- to the common Union. He stated his objeccli.irg *. To guard
settler. Murderer takes refuge with will illustrate where
onr Lib-rtij# and Laws from abuse
tions both to Mr Douglas and Mr. Seward's
lay the snag, which and other similar eases which history
and peril, in'repied Fuimcnt as the candidate of slavery
Governor Shannon and is protected and
bill which propose the admission of Kansas inthe Committee was in hopes would justi- records, yet the principle itself, though ganization.
is a duty no 1 sw
the
l’arty of freedom for president, in the made an officer of the militia.
It is stated on good authority that all to the Union, and referred to the latest acimp Tativ* than to strik-d *wn the
Dec. 1855. James Barber, a free state fy them in making an adverse report on abused, has always been recognized.
the officials of the State intend to resign counts from that territory, asking shall we sit
sivpter of kings, and t > drive the eomingelcction. Hanks, the true heart“The United States lias never acquired
ii. voder from onr shores.
their offices, ami people are now inclined by when fo-ty men were recently slain, and
ed and firm friend and advocate of the man. assaulted and murdered by a shot in the adoption ol the amendment.
a foot of territory
the Kick from the gun of Clark, one of
oxccpt by fair purchase, to look on the Vigilance Committee as the excitement constantly increasing, and
At no period since its establishment, has union of all
In
further
the
Committee
examination,
for
tho
sake
of
the
President Pierce's Indian agents.
towns sacked and plundered, without endeavparties
or, as in the case of Texas, upon the free
the rulers and law-givers.
tiiis government ikvn in such imminent
Nov. 1855. Collins, a free stilt*' man. find that 84 towns and plantations" and
oring to avert this distressing and shameful
jn*ri 1 Union and freedom, who had just receivvoluntary application of the people
state of things.
called
It is only by justice thepeace
out
from
his
mill
at
jis at the
when*
he
was
which
threw
for
Governor
votes,
11,953
of that independent stntc, who desire to
pi-sent tini \ A direct a thick on ed the nomination of the New Y ork Concan l>c restored.
work and shot by Laughlin, a pro-slavery made no returns on the constitutional
the form of government, is not more
the
last
steamer
our
their
Since
blend
destinies
our
own.—
left,
with
city
danger- vent) m. urged tho nomination of Frce- 8 'ttler.
Some laws in Kanins, continued Mr. Clayamendments, and 17 towns made no re- Even our
’»• s to its
perpetuity, than a gross p Tversion mont as the
acquisitions from Mexico are has been the scene of intense excitment ; ton, are palpably unjust and unconstitutional,
Jan. 17,1856. E. A. Brown,a free state
man to load on tho
hosts of
turns, either for Governor, or on the no
we
and
in
order
that
not
think
these it is the duty of Congress to repeal.
ami ahus of its powers, to
to
and
the rule, because, alyou may
man. taken prisoner
exception
purposes altogethby a gang of Missouri- constitutional amendments. Several
One of them proclaims that no man shall vote
• •v
foreign to its spirit and original design- freedom loving and Union abiding cit- ans, hacked to pieces with knives and hatchets, towns returned the blank with the mark though we might have claimed them by arc los' to all sense of law and order, we until he swears
to support the fugativc slave
and his bleeding corpse flung into bis own
the right of conquest, in a just war, yet write a few words on the snbjcct.
izens of our e unt-y to victory.
Par safer could it lieur the violence of a
law. He repeated that it w as unjust and cruel
powdoor—from the effects of which his widow is on it, that it was not received in time to we
Our
has
been
for
s past
ruled
them
yea
for
then
what
was
city
purchased
erful external foe, than to withstand the
towards one section of this Union, and was inThis nomination inspires confidence in now a maniac.
insert the proper articles in their warrant considered
both parties a full and am- by the very outlaws of creation. They sulting to any honorable man who differed
w
by
1856.
John
orkings of an enemy which insidiously finds the party of the people, and is a sure auStewart,
May 20,
formerly for town meeting.
ple equivalent. Our past history forbids governed our election by false ballots; from him regarding that law. It was a danit*- way into all the
In view of this large deficiency in re- that we should
place# of honor, power gury of success over border ruffianism, of Rushford, Alegany county, X. Y., a
and
precedent, and conacquire the island of Cu- put in those officers they desired, and gerousto theunexampled
man
of
shot
in
his
saddle
•cid trust, and bends the Constitution and
twenty,
Nebraska hill. Another law of
turns from towns and
the ba without the consent of
and plantation democracy. The people, young
plantations,
unless thus the administration of justice has trary
while attempting to escape from a party of
Spain,
k'!in«:i4
tn iinv m.in the riitht to snenk
Laws to ends fatal to the
Committee deemed it proper to make
peace of the repub- —the
justified by the great law' of self-preserva- been a mere farce. On the death of Mr. o» print agasnst the existence or legality of
patri itic masses—the men who “June's posse."
m*, ami utterly subversive ol those rights and
May 19, 1856. Jones, “the only eon of some inquiry as to the means which had tion* \v c must, in any event, preserve King, public sentiment was aroused, and slavery in that territory, and punishes those
lr»v»» t!u» nmnfrv
mnr#»
tK<»n
nffioo
his
mother.
find
shn
n
widow.*’
nmni
10.
shut
been used, to comply with the require- our own conscious rectitude and our our citizens rn masse cried for
interests for which the
revolutionary fathers iw w—the hard fisted and
justice. I infracting the statute with hard labor in the
true hearted through the hack by one of ••Jones* posse,’’ munis ui mu constitution 10 "semi me
for not less than two years
It
s > fr«*elv offer* *d
th'*ir blood and tre.isure. p
own self
A vigilance committee has been formed, penitentiary
respect.
with
to
his
does not say how many more. This shows the
Ihxsiuho
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horse,
give
dem
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resolutions
the
of
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sevstate
to
selectmen
from
Maine
is
clearer
from
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icracy
every
“While
Nothing
history and its
pursuing this course, we can numbering 2500 of our best men, with I disgraceful character of the act.
which he supported himself and his widowed
eral town anil assessors of the several afford to
f <rin, than that our government was cstah- California hive faith in Fremont as an mother.
Mr. Clayton said he submitted his bill as
disregard the censures of the one of our leading merchants, W. T.
We requested therefore, world, to which we have been so often Coleman, as President.
to the act to organize Nebraska
iitdied to **s»H*nre the hidings of Liberty,** holiest, whole sealed fearless man of the
The murderers in in nearly all these in- plantations."
They nave tak- supplementary
the
and
Kansas. The bill provides that the Secattendance of Aldcn Jackson, Esq., and so
stance arc known,but no attempt is made to
and w.is designed to Ik* a dem *eratie governunjustly
exposed. After we shall en the laws into their own hands, and
of
shall
people, and f ir the peopl
State
cause a census to lie taken,
late Secretary of State, and inquired of have offered
retary
bring them to justice.
Spain a price for Cuba far 'will do nothing without mature de- making one thousand persons the basis for one
ment, its grand elmrt and interpretation to
True to his country's interest, jealous
him the means used,to
the
cities,
its
liberation.
At
withand
this
shail
the
same
provide
PRINTING OFFICES DESTR »YED.
time,
beyond
he found in the Peclarati -n of Independence.
present value,
representative in the lower branch of the terof his own honor, more than equal to
and plantations, with the resolves have he n refused, it will then be time out the aid of
Dec. 22, 1855. Territor.il Register, an towns,
lawyers or courts, justice ritorial Legislature, and two thousand for the
The power which is be day the
controlling every post to which he has been called administration paper at 1 am veil worth, con- and blanks directed by the resolves. He to consider the question, does Cuba in will be administered.
upper. Legal voters must l»c bona fide resi!
onein American politics, exerts itself to make
dents of the territory three months, and residucted hy Col. Oelahay. mobbed for advocat- stated that the resolves, and blanks for the possession of
There
is
no mob or
but a
endanto fill, with backbone
law,
seriously
to
Spain
Lynch
climb
enough
dents of their
election districts one
a free State,
this, in effect, an aristocratic republic.—thus
pa*** broken to pieces.! returns were enclosed in packages, with ger our internal peace and the existence regular revolution.
The whole farce is! month Ijefore respective
each election. After the apthe high s' p ak of the 11 c y Mounting, ing thrown into the
s *
river, an i editorthreat- the blanks for election returns, a pack- of our cherished Union. Should this well
type
and
It
is
well
narrowing its kis.\ and perverting it> spirthe
governed
governor is to issue his proclaregulated.
pointmeut,
!cd with murder.
it, as to r *nJ t it practically as offensive to he will have sufficient nerve to guard
age directed to each city, town and plan- question he answered in the affirmative, the voice of the
and the whole mation diiecting the election of members rf
people,
1855.
Pajkvillo
April 14,
Luminary, at; tation in the State ; that the packages then
fre; :nen as monarchy itself.
legislative assembly. Such election to he
Tt is vain to de- with a steady and him hand the great Parkville, on the frontier, mobbed
by every law. human and divine, we State sympathizes with the necessity of the
by Mis-1 for each
hel«l not less than lift), nor more than sixty
county were put together, and, shall be justified in wresting it from the action.
ny that the Slave Power is. of itself, a pure interests of th s country acknowledging sourians for similar cause, and the editors,!
d iys alter the date of the proclamation.
No
It is to be deplored that such things law shall remain in force violative of the great
and unmitigut'sl despotism. Its aggressioi s that tln^e is a North as well ns a South, Messrs. Park and Patterson, obliged to quit ®n the first of August la-t, sent to the Spain, if we possess the power.
And
sheriffs of the several counties, to be I this
the State.
the
asserted
in
the
Kansas
Nebraska
same
arc
that
but
and
all
friends
bill,
have sonmltipli si. within ti e last few years, that has
;
principle
vety
principle
necessity
you,
equal claims upon the govern- May 21, 1855. Herald of Freedom office, distributed to the cities, towns and plan- wouldupon
non-intervention on the subject of
justify an individual in tearing of this country may rest assured, the re- relative to
that the e »*l.*st and m >st con*» Tv.itive minds
or whereby the people shall be proment for iis protection and its benefits. Lawrence, K. T., fired upon with afield piece tations in accordance with
seven, down the
chapter
houses ofhis neighbor sult will prove of everlasting good to slavery,
burning
arc now
alarmed
for
tin*
of
the
I
“June’s
and
reduced
hibited
from
a free and full aisoucsion of their
to
safety
ruins.— section
do*ply
p»»sse"
He will scatter and drive into political by
eleven, of the Revised Statutes, if there are no other means of preventing California. We shall be censured at own domestic institutions or
Tribune office, Lawrence, K. T.,
t nion. Oar forbearance and compromises
interests, or
from
the
mob!>ed,j
letters
and
that
had
he
received
the flames from destroying his own home. home, no doubt; but, as we said before, whereby said people shall bo prohibited from
as the
country’s greatest en- ransacked and set on fire, and burned to the sheriffs
with it have only ]>avcd tho way for new ag- obscurity,
the
of
acknowledging
receipt
Under such circumstances, we ought nei- there was an absolute ncecssitv for the advocating or denying the extension or pro:
&c., destroyed.
gressions and ni »re iinprious d *mands. The emies and the cause of all the troubles in ground pr*t»es
the several packages.
Although this ther to count the cost nor regard the action. Our city is quiet, and you will priety of prohibiting slavery in the territory,
LYNCHINGS.
Kansas
the
of
Southern
or be visited or threatened with any penalty
of
Nulifiers
the
Missouri
army
repeal
was not a strict compliance with the odds which
Compromise was a
Spain might enlist against hear of neither riots nor mobs,but justice or punishment; nor shall any test oath be reSixteen Free state men. at diferent times,
stride of despotic p »w-r that has poured a and Northern doughfaces that now infest
that the resolves us.
constitutional
provision
to our outraged
have I wen tarred and feathered, or l>eaten, or
people.—San I'ranc s- quired relative to ihcfugative Slave law, or
tide of evils on our country which n<* lan- the
“Wo forbear to enter into the ques- co carets. of Journal of Comment
capital, and have disgraced the coun- j both, and some of them carried into Missouri,: be sent to the selectmen of the several
any other law of Congress- Trial by jury sh^ll
several
the
the
assessors
of
towns
and
(tin
l»c in accordance with the common law, ai d
and
no
human
guage
tion whether the present condition of the
ade<jat**ly di'scrihe,
try and Frank l*ierc:s administration.— or set adrift in the river. Among them were
no
as
statute
auinasmuch
the
William Phillips, a lawyer of Leavenworth, plantations
challenge or objection to a juror shall avail,
mind felly comprehend. T break down tnat
Island would justify such a measure—
This class of men will lind no favors with and a member
The Democratic Convention Portrayed which is not authorized by the rules of the
elect of the territorial legisla- thorizes the sheriff to deliver the packa- We
wall <>f Freedom. whi<*li geard*-d tin* imim-ns
be recreant to our
however,
should,
hi n if he is el t d, and we believe he i ture ; Rev. Pardee Butler, a Baptist
a
Pro-Slavery Hand. The New York common law, any statute to the contrary notpreach- ges to the clerks of the towns and plan- duty—be unworthy of our gallant fore- by
i rrilories of the Xortli-west from the direct
Herald is well known to Is- a most intense withstanding. The bill provides that when
will
but
the contrary, the best er ; Rev. Mr. Clark, a Methodist missionary, tations ; we yet deemed it sufficient fathers. and commit base treason
he;
upon
of evil-, was a crime of far greater inagtiiagainst pro-slavery sheet—a pq«r us ultra Southern the territory contains ninety-three thousand
and other ministers. Assaults and
battery
in the absence of any evidence to our
four hundred and twenty inhabitants, the
should we permit Cuba upon the slavery question as
fod
than that which brought Charles the men of the whole country North and have been too numerous to recaptulate, hard- proof
posterity,
any pip-r pule
shall he authorized toealla Convention
the contrary, or any temonstranccs from to be Afncanised and become a second lished in the slave
Stiiti-s. It has people
First t» th** h!<»ck. 'T that which caus**d our South, Fast an 1 West will be his ad- ly a day passing without some attack on Free
holding
for the formation of a State Constitution.
State men in the streets or on the high roads. the towns not voting, that the resolu- St. Domingo, with all its attendant hor- heretofore Io n decidedly Democratic in its
father® to take up arms against the king and visers and counselors.
Self made, and
Amen" these assailed have been Gov. Reeder, tions were sent in accordance with the rors to the white race, and suffer the tendencies in accordance with the ustCll
polipurliam nt of England. The outrages which with energy and perseverance enough to Gen. Pomeroy, and others.
Constitution, and that the absence of the flames to extend to our neighboring cy of leaning to the strongiwt side. That; Tiik Keai. Old (Jkkt Ass.—An Old hunkthus
in
K.ins,is
sine
the
the
of
Democratic Conven-! er )»>litieiaii was bragging the other day,
'•..vo-yenrred
has overcome all diffi ulties.a nd possesspaper
pictures
returns was owing to some cause, which shores,
passage
UNLAWFUL ARRESTS.
seriously tc endanger or actually tion
“that lie bad never scratched a ticket, swalthe NfcbrtV'k.i hill, indicate for what purpose
would not authorize us to declare that to consume the fair fabric of our Union.
Of Gov. Robinson, without u warrant.
ed of a modesty thit charms and de“The Cincinnati Convention assembh* for low'od all the platforms, and" raising bis
that l reach*of faith was committal. T > inthe amendments had not been properly We fear that the course and current of
Of
Mr.
editor
of
the
Herald
of
Brown,
had been tinenred irith any antithe modest purpose of dictating to the
all win become acquainted with
De-j voice, "never
vude the trritwy of a free people, to sack lights
submitted to the people.
Freedom, without a warrant.
events are rapidly tending toward such mocracy of the Union their exclusive eandi- slavery heresy
he is yet firm and unyicldieg in his
Of Messrs. Bronson, Hutchinson, Dietzler,
and bum their t*»w:;s, 11 commit robberies him,
“Will
date for President of the United States, meets
v«»u keep your good nature, my hard
a
catastrophe.
-, Aug. 27th, i85o.
Baker, and fourteen others,
under the impressive
of pistols and friend, ifT| tell you a story ?" asked a fn*eand murder*. to destroy free sp<*ech and a principles, and natural love of the right. Schuyler. Smith,
auspices
Missourians acting under authority of a
Mv Hear Sir :—In pursuance of the
bowie knives, bludgeons and terrorism. In snilcr, “whenever I liear any of you hunkers
In the capacity of Gov. of California, by
rap
“James Buchanan,
pr *ss. can onl y b th'* d is of despotism.
pretended court, for “high treason," in re- unanimous vote of our State Convention,
fact, this party, so long pluming itself as the brag of your life-long devotion to slavey, it
T this \v »rk of c*v il nd vi A wee. has b *en ex- an 1 as an explorer and delineater of the I fusing to obey laws of the ••legislature" elect“John Y. Mason,
of the I nion and the constitution, has always puts me in mind of the two rival tnvparty
at
at
the
Mi.-souri
its
invaders.
Portland,
led
“Pierre Sou i.e.
July
passed
meeting
ert d the foree of the X itional Administra- charms and beu 'tics of the
by
vast County
fallen at /. ntjlh nneh r Iht control of the „iu- em-kee|nTs I read of when young.
“Aix la Chapellc, October 18, 1851.” Oer t/ril'i rs of the South
“The story is, that somewhere in Southern
23d, do not forget to recommend to
tion. To the approval of this violence and b
DESPOTIC LAWSyon 1 the Mississippi; as a senator in
lln*( incinnati Conference of the
Poland there had been an old tavern-stand,
w rong has Uvn committed the Convention
nigg«*r
Iinposing penalty of death for assisting your county and town committees, to
.Congress, representing the infant state i slaves
rn
whose
driv.
will, of course, give us a high soundsignboard l»ore the picture of an ass as
to escape.
which at Cincinnati nominate James BuWashington, .Tunc 12. ing platform, full of
urge our friends in their respective disat one time a wellin each of these
large as life. It
i
! of
attraction*

CUewcrll)

American

A fraction of

twenty five
will lie allowed one delegate.
GEORGE DOWNES,
f
more

than

votes

:■

8t mvart
lowing is a

or

Kansas Outrages.—The
record of the

more

fol-1

A

|

•*

chanan

to

the

Pr -sidenev of tlm

California,

Fnitml

Sr it:**, and the full f>rce of the dominant party in this St-.it \ To the end moment of thia
rand, outrage and crime, 1ms been giv‘*n the

positions,

Imposing penalty

of death for

circulating

and in all of them, he has been true and or printing publications calculated
| slaves to insurrection.
faithful, exhibiting wonderful talent and
of death for
I-

1

_•*!.
1
■
l'“v

ri«i_

U'-

Imposing penalty

«

j-vujiiu

outu

tJ

nii'JH

to

incite

and
enjoyed
windy
tricts, to vote against the proposed
Senate-—Mr. llumlin arose and ask- unmeaning rubbish, with which to gull and
hoodwink
the
and
honest
inn,
great vra* its custom.
yeomany of the coun-! good
amendments, to the Constitution of ed to be excused from serving as Chair“In the course of time, however, a rival
try ; whereas, if the principle* of this nigger
man of the Committee on Commerce.—
Maine.
drivers’convention were truly cxprtwstd thev sprung up imiueudiatelv oppisitc, and, what
He said for the nine years he had almost would lie
Yours Trulygiven in Home such platform an the was worm*, its tavern sign was also un ass.
been a silent member upon the subject following, to wit :
“The old tavern hist its custom rapidlv,
To-.
1.
tha‘ had so much agitated the country.
Resolved, That niggers, pistols, howie which did not increase the love of /he old
knives
and
He had rarely uttered a word.
bludgeons are the fundamental publican for his rival. All manner of means
He loved
For t’
American.
prineinles of the Democracy, as reconstruct-! were resorted to to retrieve the sinking forhis country more than he loved any
par- ed under the administration of
As a last resort, its
“Dost thou expect to fool us so,”
our warlike tune of thenM tavern.
ty—more than anything that could agi- Franklin Pierce
by our dear friends, the proprietor fell upon the idea that he lost his
[Old Flat.
tate and disturb its harmony.
Although Southern nigger drivers.
custom on account of the imitation of the
“It is never to be
me,
»

assisting

slaves to escape from any State and take

re-

him, though but, comparatively, a young fuge in the territory.
Imposing penalty of five years imprisonNot content with endorsing the repeal of man .41.) The people have confidence ment at hard labor for bartering fugitive
the Missouri Compromise, and the violence ! in him, asonj of them, and because he is
e
penalty of two years imprisonand injustice perforated in Kansas ; not con- I no hackneyed, practised
Imposing
political trader. ment
for aiding a fugitive slave to
the
escape
tent with the adoption of measures
Let there b„- union, for the sake of the custody of an officer.
prejudicial to
id order and to the moral and ma- Union.
Imposing penalty of five years imprison-;
Let there be union for the sake
forgotten by
ment at hard labor for, writing, printing, ur;
terial interests of the State, the administraof Freedom.
that in 1852, older and better solders
Let there be union of all
circulating any thing against slavery.
tion of Samuel Wells has made war on the
the opposing elements of this adminisImposing penalty of two years imprison- than myself, were pissed by to call me
Sviprerae Court, that venerable citadel of Jusment at hard labor for sayxmj that
persons from the retirement [many valuable lives
which
has
tration,
done
so
much
to
dis|
tice and Law around which cluster so many
have not a right to hold slaves in the territo1
would have been saved if you had reossociations ami interests, cherished as sacred grace the country, and to disturb its ry.
ull from sitting as jurors who mained
that
the
Disqualifying
the
Constitution
violence
of
no
vandal
hands
that
peace,
there] which I had sought, and
against
may
do not admit the right to hold slaves in the
would bjat it down for factious and party j longer be perverted and
to which I shall return without
interpreted as territory.
[with]
purposes. In wantonly and illegally remov- the ground work, and the comer stone of
Disqualifying all as voters who do not1 regret.” Extract from Frank Pierce’s
ing an honjst and capable judge for an honest Slavery. Let there be union of Ameri- swear to sujsirt the fugitive slave law.
speech on reception of the news at WashAdmitting any one to vote on payment of
opinion, thal.kt* Legislature and the present can citizens for the sake of the
1. bo matter where resident, who will swear ington that the National Convention
if
principles
Etoeutiye of theSut inflict *d an irreparable
of VV ashington.
Let there be a coming to uphold the fugitive slave luw and Nebras- had abandoned him.
blow on our judiei il system, an 1 cans *! miska lull.
of old republicansthat the
Now, Mr. Editor do you, can you suppolicy
chiefs wh HI eouvvpieaoes will he of 1 acting together
Appointing Missourians to he town and
of the earlier and greater men of our
that Pierce does really expect the
officers
for
six
to
come.
pose
duratim. We have that confidence in the
connty
years
Re-enacting the slave laws of Missouri, ai people to believe this ? Already are
ci il
judgment and moral sense of a majority country may be restored and practiced masse,
that wherever the word “State”
Let all unite in favor of Feee- occurs adding
of our fellow-citizens, which lrnds us to be- again.
in them it shall be construed to mean slavery minions and their dough-faced
lieve that they will visit tbs authors of this mont and
allies reiterating Pierce's “desired retireFreedom, except Pierce's of- “territory.”
high outrage with their unmistakable disap- fice
ment.”
Oh 1
Frank, it shows your
holders, who believe in free speech
The Machias Union has been
enlarged and
probation.
freedom of the Press, and freedom for
submissive
Christian,
spirit, making a
improved in everything except its politics.
To take efficient action against those State
the settlers of Kansas.
It has become an advocate for the election “virtue of necessity.”
Yes, Mr. Pierce,
a ml Nations# ahus,» and wrongs, the citizens
'V bile we are
writing, and our press of the nominees of the Cincinnati Conven- pass into retirement—seek out, the most
of Maine, without distinction of party, and,
to send fortn the new's of the tion.
secluded, and obscure spot in all our
regardless of former differences of opunion waiting
How it can swallow the platform, which ‘broad dominion”
who are oppwsod to the repieal of t!ie Missouri nomination, ami before learning the vote
you cannot escape the
its candidates are the representatives of is
pas- {hostly wails from the murdered ones of
Com promise, to the anarehieitl and dangerous for a candidate for Vice President, the
sing strange.
doctrines of the Cincinnati platform, to the loud mouthed cannon is
Kansas.
Flee to earth's remotest corproclaiming the Tho
position of the democratic party in
extension of Slavery in the territories of the- news, and the Stars and
Stripes are wav- this state upon the Slavery question, for years jer, aud yet your midnight hours will
United Stata v, in favor of freedom in Kansas, ing aloft from the
top of the tallest past, has boon well defined and clear, upon ic disturbed by the riveted slavc-gangof the preservation of the Union, and of re
liberty pole in the country, which is tho duty and power of Congress hi prevent ■Uains. Spend the rest of your presidenstoring the government to the principles ami just in the rear of our office.
tho extension of Slavery in free territories.— ial days in fasting and -, for cenjxiliey of Washington and Jefferson, are rcNow another position is taken, and fir what ures will not eradicate, the fatal
I'pas,
nousted to meet in Convention, Tuesday, Ju- (
Philadelphia Convention.
purpose, and fur whose benefit? The qties- >f your administration.
ly 8,1* DeeringUall, Portland, at 10 o’cioek !
lion needs no answer.
Amebioo.
Philadelphia, June IS.
A. U., to n- .minute a candidate for Governor,
“Vice is a monster of so frightful mein
After an informal ballot
which
Fremont
by
and two uundidates for Electors at large.— hod 250
As to be hated, needs hut to be s**en ;
votes aud McLean 100, the ConvenYet seen too oft, familiar with her face
The Convention will he comptus.*! of delegates tion nominated Fremont
-Scolding never did anybody
unanimously, and
It hurts the child ; it hurts the
We first endure, then pity, then embrace." I rood.
till
the
basis
of
to
according
following
repreeen* adjourned
Thursday.
arent ; it is evil, and only evil, everytution.
June
18.
Boston,
jy The latest accounts from Texas state where and always.
One hundred guns wrewfired here this evenEtch city, town, and organized plantation
bat Gen. Houston had boon dangerously ill,
on
the
The Philadelphia Times has taken
announcement of Fremont's nomiwill he entitled to one delegate, and an addi. mg
)ut had recovsred.
nation.
( lown the names of Fillmore and Donaltion .l delegate for every fifty votee. according
| The Young Men’s Republican Club also
HT Notice the call for a State Convention on, and now supports the principles of
to the It t-J i.Mid II vote h CovciLor il.
li iiuin.it <d their head
( he
quarters.
n Portland July 8th
Republic m party.
influence of the prefer, t State administration-

1

he believed the

of the Missouri
great moral and political wrong unequalled in the annals,
of the legislation of this country ; still
with a desire to promote harmony, concord and brotherly feeling, he sat quiet
amid all the exciting debate which led to
that fatal result, and opposed it uot by
his voice, but by a consistent, steady and
uninform vote, not only in accordance
with his own convictions, but in accordance with the instructions of his legislature, passed by almost an unanimous
vote.
Hut the thing was done in violation of the principles of that
party with
whom he had always acted, and in violation of the solemn pledge of the President of the L'. S. in his Inaugural addre-s. Since, however, that wrong had
been sanctioned by the Cincinnati Convention in its consummation and ils results, he felt it his duty to declare that
he could no longer maintain party associations with any party that insisted upon such doctrines, and could
support no
man for President who avowed and recognized these doctrined ; and with, it
should be used in the coming contest in
opposition to that party.

Compromise

was

repeal
a

Kansas Masting in Naw York.
New York, 9th.

2.
Rt solved. That the fr»*edom of sihhvIi
is liable to abus** whieh can
only he competed by the application of
gutta percha to the!
naked head of the otfending
jiartv. as he sits
in his chair ; and that in thus
Uniting an abo- \
lit ion Senator, wo are
right** msly \ indicating
the true policy of the “unterrilied
democra-

A large and enthuastie meeting, (of al*»ut
3.
Resolved, That the killing of a contemptible Irish waiter, holding the jMsitior. thirty persons,) was held in this villuge, of
of a nigger, for neglect of
duty or iuipiulcnee tlmse who can swallow the Cin-ein platform,
a democratic
guest coming down to a late uul Buchanan &d Breckenrige, on one evenbreakfast, is a proper warning to tho whole
ing of last week and organized a Club which
Irish race, that they can no
longer expect to
christened the Key Stone Club. Custom
ride rough shod over the
democracy of the they
House
Union.

Club,

money.

or

Custom House Stone Club,

4.

Resolrcd, As the constitution, as in- would le a more explosive term, and totter
terprets! by our Southern teacher*, the nig- conform to the fact. The following officers
ger drivers, lias already established African
slavery in all the Territories of the United were cliosen.asa permanent organization.
States, that “squatter sovereignty" is a humPresident, Hon. Chas. Jarvis.
bug. that General C'ass Is a humbug considVice Presidents, Gen. II. S. Jones, N. S.
erably behind the age, and that all abolition Hall, Dr. Asa McAllister.
or free State
squatter should lie expelled from
Secretary, S. B. Woodard.
Kansas, if necessary, by fire and sword, Ac.,
Ac.
Executive and Correspmding Committee,
This in whatever
disguise* of high sound- Arno W is well, Jos. A. Deni, F. If. Watts,
ing verbiage the Cincinnati nigger drivers’ II.
Joy, J. W. Osg'sjd.
democratic platform
may be written—this,
Voted, That the name of this club be callwe dare
say. will bo its proper interpreta*1 the Kit Stone Club, aud the proceedings
This “fire in tho rear" from a
>f the meeting ho published in The Bangor
newspaper
whose
upon

counted is

support the Democrats have Democrat.

quite significant—not

that

the

Herald’s support is worth
anything to the
The American Anti-Fillmore Convention
party whieh is favored witli it,'but its conductor* have shown much shrewdie1** in
which met at New York, the 12th nominated
shaping their political course sous always to have 1 )n
Monday N. P. Banks for President and
a fair wind.
They evidently desiuir of the |
Democratic cause, and will not take lesuisc Ex Gov. Johnston of Pa. for Vice Pres. Mr.
on a
! Biinks declines, and and is at the Philidelsinking ship.—BosIon Journal.
[►hia Convention urging union and
harmony.
e
hope to get the nominations before going
e3T "'e wish some person in each town in
o
press
thi* County, would forward us a list

Lialloway

more

of the two was the old established tavern.—
To do so most effectually, he had punted in
large letters over the sign these words. ‘Here
LIVES THE REAL OLD UKEV ASS.’ ”—(Post.

cy.”

The Kansas sympathy meeting at the Tab
ernacle to-night was attended by an immense
throng of citizens of all parties. Anthony
J. Bluecker, an old and prominent democrat,
presided. A series of resolutions, offered by
Jos. Blunt, was adopted unanimously. Stirring and eloquent speeches were made by
of the
Judgo Culver, Chas. A. Dana, lion. Samuel
shipping owned in their town. We wish to
of Ohio, and others.
Suljscriptions were received to a large publish in our Shipping List as fall a record
(mount, in sums of $200. While they were of the arrivals and clearance* of
down East
>eing handed in, a despatch was received yeasels as possible.
rom the Kansas Committee of
Chicago, statng that men enough for Kansas were already
HT M's"-* Hale ha* Sumners great Speech
■nrollcd at that punt and all that was wanted
vae

sign. lie at once set to work to curry out
his notion, ami to inform the public which

for Sale

1

Hon. John P. Hale was presented with an
silver salver by the citizens of Di>-

ilegant
'er.

1

The New York Tribune states that Mr. Bnhanan is in his seventieth year.

Judge McLean

is seventy-one vear*of age

\

Wo have received of Mr. Aleiander Wiliams, succonor to Fetridga A Co., Boston,
100 Washington St., a pamphlet novel, called
Tiie Wife’s Trials, by the nuthcr of the
Jealous Wife. It is for sale hy Moses Hale.
Also received from the some publisher a
handsomely bound duodecimo volume by Mrs.
Hubback. authoress of the Wife’s Sister, and
other tic lions of merit and of popular favor.—
It is a Aery captivating story of English rural
life, and it is entitled The Old Vicaraoe.—
You will find it for sale by M«»«cs llale.
Six Months in Kansas, by a Lady, just
published by John 1*. Jewett & Co., has been
received from the same dealer, A. Williams.
This is a book which all should read at this
time. It is a reliable history of the experiences,
painfully endured by a whole souled, intelligentjtnd truthful woman, one who has staked
her all in the free State of Kansas, and who,
trust, will soon witness the realization of
her ardent hopes, in the dawn of a brighter
day for her much wronged and persecuted
people. For sale hy Moses Hale.
we

f

Gov. Reeder— His Position.—New York,
June 13. Gov. Reeder arrived in town hist
evening.

L

ll

*

>

W We publish an aooount of the forma- San Joan da Iom Ranaadioa, Cuba; May Flower,
Pnfemr Rtlr’i
Meteor, Anderson, (going to Jones*
“Key Stone Club" in Ellsworth— Cates,toBoston;
MOSES HALE,
finish loading) for Rio Janeiro; 12th,
port
Wc understand that our friends there are in Schrs.
OEKKif FLY PAPER!
Willow, Hnrdly Eden; 9th Boston, Robinfine spirits, and united in sentiment and
Fob tho sure and cer
son, Mach iosport; 14th Amanda, Davis, Boston;
pur- So. all, lb binson,
Mat h iosport.
tain detraction of Flies
pose.
Thoy have displayed a ma^nifleen t
MACIIIASPOKT —Ar7t'i .Solis. Amanda, Davis,
Ants, Bugs, Mosqnotocs
Host in; Hero, Mitchell. Trescotl for Boston; ProAc.
Banner, 20 by 33 feet, and will keep it
ELLSWOKTH. ME,
flying tection,
Small.
This valuable artiel*
fordo; Sarah, Robinson, Kostpoit ;
until “Bt'ca and Brkck” are
3AHDERSCN & LANERGAN
is offered to tho Publh
elected.—[Ban- P)th Wm. Mitchell, Baton; Knsbee, lit binson,
as a Deadly Poison foi
gor Democrat.
Boston; 11th Bolivar, Small, do.
Shi-—11 tli, Schr Protection, Cole, Boston; 13tli,
tfiwutboue named pats U
In our opinion the Democrat*’ friends
a 11 Housekeeper# anc
brg Hidalgo; Schr. T. R> Jones ami Lticyanna.
-TO THEhad better at once call on the
Arr
and
Families.
PORTLAND,
14th, brig Bumcac, McKenzie
painter,
(alas for Phila.
It is perfectly siinph
have Brook* heating Sumner
or BOSTON,
CITY
painted on the
BOSTON—Ar lfilh sell Lucy, Wilbur,Pembroke;
and safe, yet sure am:
OB
Would call attention of committee* for cities an<
flag. It would illustrate the principles of the Protection, Small, Machias;
certain in its act!* n.—
Fame Brown; MarKown*, ulso Individuals, to fclieli coinlete Assort
is likewise no danger to be apprehended from
PICTURES ON GLASS!
party, and the sentiment* of some of the offi- tha, Kclton, and Lucinda, Libbey, E Machias; There
incut of
Cinoinnatus, Moon, Ellsworth; Fannie Mitchell, the insects poisoning anything they may Como in fPHE undersigned having purchased the right f» the |
cers of ths Club, for, before
FXRB WORKS.
seeing the effect Hamilton, Bangor; Ranger, Ilallowcll.Dcnnysville. contact with, after leaving tho paper; and it puscounty ot Hancock, and having /urnished himself
wiihanew WHOLE £>IZEDCAMERA and apjiaralu?,
Cld sch
of Brooks, cowardly assault on Sumner,
a great advantage over all other poison:
is now prepared to wke those beautiful and
they Bucksport.Charm, Nickerson, NY; Raven, Rose, sesesscs
Larj> nr Small Exhibitions Furnished a
in its not being liable to be mistaken, thereby preopenly declared “he had nerved Sumner
Arr 7th brig North America, Sawyer, Jones- venting tho serious accidents which arc of nlmnri Never
Short
otter.
changing Pictures on glass
right.” If the Democrats friend* here are port; schrs Margaret, Chandler, Machias; Phebo daily occurrence. It can bo hung on the walls ol at his rooms, Corner n'Main and Stata streets Ellsworth Comprising many novel and brilliant Piece:
a room or in tho window, out of tho reach of chilBaxter,
Cole,
These
11,
are
Bangor;
taken upon the Ik:hi of plate Glass
Patapsoo, Grant; Ann,
pictures
not “in fine spirits” it is not because there is
Never before introduced.
Poor, Calais; Pith, Hon. Jakson, Kelley, Maohi- dren,—although little fear need be apprehended ov r which is placed a corresponding glass the two Ik*
not a plenty of the “critter” here.
of its injuring them.
iug united by a transparent gum, caurmg the picture
as; 13th Romeo, Hove, Calais.
I
to retain its
for ages. They are beautiful in AT WHOLESALE TO THE TRADE
N. YORK—Ar 14th schs El Dorado and
BURK, FOSTER A CO., 1 Cornbill, Boston, lone, bold andbrilluncy
Sahwa,
clear in effect, may be aoen in any light
Machias.
General Agents for the New England States.
and are as enduring as tbe glass
,\11 the various articles known in the Art, togethe
An adjourned meeting of the Court of
upon which they are t:i
Ar. fith, Schrs Banner, Hunt, Calais; Roanoke,
Ellsworth.—C. G. PECK.
ken.
eplin21
are
not
reversed like Daguerreotyjies. bu'
They
with all the varieties of Sail Woorks.
are seen iu the natural
County Commissioners will he held at ti.e Smith, Eastport; Chappell, Wass, Millbridge; 7th
position of the siller.
Prices varying from two to fifteen dollars, according 12,000 Boxes Gold Chop Pistol Cracker*.—
Neptune, Callagan; Hipsy, Ingalls, Machias;
County Buildings, July 15th.
l» size and quality of case o-frame.
Extra quality,
Caroline, Hopkins, Clierryficld; 9th, brig Irene,
Daguerreotypes taken as usual.
2.000 Boxes Uncle Ham’s Mammoth Crack
DUf-AII pictures warranted.
A Convention, tor the nomination of a can- Wass, Port Maria; Sabao, Brown. Clierryficld,
Surf, Shaw, do; 11th F. A. Tufts, Foster, Block
labelled with the American Flag.
ers,
The
public are invited to call and esnmine specimens
TO THE PEOPLE !
didate for Governor, and for two electors at River; brig Mechanic ('lark, Machins.
Pictures taken in any weather and warranted to give
3.000 Boxes Young America, with Pistol;
satisfaction.
A
eodassoriincit
of
g
Lockets
ami
NORFOLK—Ar 74h brig Everglade Wood,
Pins
to match.
large for President and Vice President of the
always on hand.
Bluehill.
5.000,000 Pulling Crackers.
plantation democrats*’ will be held in BanDIUHTON—Ar 11th, *ch Cajrt John, Davis,
Moses"
hai.e.
300 Boxes Double Headers.
Ellsworth.
Ellsw >rth. Jail. 22.1 **58.
gor July 1st.
2 t
5.900.000 Torpedoes.
N. BEDFORD—Ar 12th sch Armadillo, (Jrwnt,
AT TIIE OI.D STAND ON 1'ETEItS' CORNER,
The whole comprising the largest assort men1
IMMKNSBAND
John M. Niles died in Hartford, Conn., re- Ellsworth; Mary Eliza, Dyer, Bangor.
in
the United States. Orders Addressed to
MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH ARE IN
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 13th, sch (len Taylor,
U X P A H A L L K I) S U C C K S S
11c was Postmaster
cently, aged 69 years.
Boston for New York Bertha, Hart, Calas for N.
RECEIPT OF
OF
HOLDEN, CUTTER & CO.,
General under Mr. Van Huron, had been a Bedford.
NE'W
NEW
Ar 14th, brig Chas Heath,of Searsport, Cardenas
la anil 17 Kilbv Street, Boston
senator in congress.
He had just returned
DR.
WM. R. HAYDEN'S
SUMMER
for Boston ; Chas Edward, Moody, Cardenas for SPRING
jSHBk
:•> le Agents fr SANDERSON & LANE It
IMPROVED VhUKIMRl.K
from New York city where it was said be bad
Belfast.
GOODS PURGATI V E O AN,
been cured by a cancer doctor.
Ar loth, brig Portland, Providence for Calais ; GOODS
KNTA LABORATORIES,
sell Solon, Camden for Norforlk ; Jenny Lind,
East Cambridge and South Reading Mass
PILLS:
Suicinr..-Nehemiah Kimball committed su- Coombs, Bangor for Norwich ; Jas Bliss, Hatch,
Tlie
most
valuable
and
medicine
do to discharge.
in t lie
potent
icide in Ifermon on Monday, by hanging himWORLD;
NANTt CKET—Ar 13th sell Comstock, Frazier,
self with his handkerchief in the woods.
Recommended and prescribed by more
FRESH
Bangor.
Beg leave to announce to the people and the “real
~

JUamtcmiciu Artist

Bsmedy!

FOR A MAltV'iiLOUS AOE!!

FOURTH OF JULY.

i
I

praomraisTS

—

Easton, Pa., June 13. The report alluding
to Gov. Reeder’s speech in this town, telegraphed to the Associated Press, on Wednes/lay evening, was copied from one of the paper* here, and forwarded in the alienee of the
regular correspondent of the press. That rcport was entirely erroneous- Gov. Reeder
spoke briefly, hut very emphatically, iu confirmation of the accounts of the Border Ruffians’ outrages, and declared his sole object in
visiting the East, was to procure aid for the
Free State party in Kansas, and then to hastHe
en lwick and take his chance w ith them.
has had no communication with Mr. Buchanof
and
h
no
in
view,
is,
changed
an,
point
NEWI’ORT-—In port 14th 5 P M soh Bclechcr,
either his views, fit-lings, or determination.—
Testimonial to Sesatoh Hale.—The citi- Bray, Coal is for NY.
He is all right in tht* Kansas matter, lie left
PROVIDEFl’K—Ar 14th sch Madomna, Elwell,
wn* of Dover. N. H., are soon to
present to
town yesterday, with Col, Kldridgc, cn route
ltaagor; I.*»€h, Exchange, Rogers, do.
On his return he will address Un- Don. John 1*. Hale an elegant service of pi a to,
for Boston.
Shi
loth, brig Ik Young, Calais or Phila
front the store of Jones, Shrevc, Brown & < ’o.,
people here, and freely express his views on corner of
BRISTOL*— xr 11th, sch Majestic, Calais*
Washington and Summer streets,
the exciting topic of the day.
UALVESTUN—In port 5th, sch Onativia, from
as a token of his
fidelity to the cause of hu- Rockland, Idg for Bo.-toii.
Arr. ut Cardenas, 27th ult sch Manuela, Kelley,,
Home M igazine for July received, and it man rights.”
Machias.
fully sustains the reputation of this magazine,
Arnold's Globules and Vital Fluid must
as being one of the best published.

preparaSPECIAL NOTICES
The steel plate engraving
Attacking n inevitably supersede nearly
tion* as general medicines for family use.
Crowned Head,” is a beautiful thing, (’all
as the Globules are in size,
CARD.
at Moses Hale’s and secure the July no., or Homeopathic
and pleasant as the Fluid is in taste,
The members of Engine company No. 2 tender
subscribe. Only $‘2,00 per year.
to the Chief Engineer, J. T. (Jrant,
they void the most pointed objections their thunks
f<»r his unexpected and handsome entertainto m&licine, being at the same time Es»j.,
ment on Tuesduy evening last.
Fourth of July.—All that contemplate
powerful and searching, yet perfectly
celebrating the glorious Fourth, will please
in their operation, and produc- HANCOCK CO. MEDICAL ASSOCIApainless
notice the advertisement of Messrs. Sander- tiven
TION
son & Lanergan, the well known Pyrotechnists to the city of Boston. They are prepared to
The Day of tiik Pkkmufntul Election. Will bt held at Ellsworth, June 26th, 1856.
famish their superior Colored Fire Works in —Tuesday, the fourth day of November next, The Association will meet at Lord’s Hall at
being the Tuesday after the first Monday of 11 o'clock A. M. where the attendance of
any design or in any quantity desired—they that month, is tin#»!
day on which the people it. members is
Are the most extensive Pyrotchnists in the
requesieil.
throughout th»- country will east their votes
for electors of President and Vice President
United States.
E. F. SAM O EH, Al. I)., Sec')
of the United State*-.
all

•*

Drowned.—A small boy, the son of Andrew
Mann of this village, was drowned in Union
river just below the bridge, on Saturday last,
lie was about eight years old, and while in
swimming he got on a rock in the n'er, that
protruded up from the water, and dove off
from it. Tie neves' caxue up again, and it is
supposed he got injured somehow. His body
was recovered
shortly after, but the vital

A Mamluu

FIRE-WORKS!

tion of a

—

HOLLOWAY’S OINTMENT-

any organ or
order* of the

1

CUTICjHUMO
No remedy Ins over done so much for the cure of dl*
.*f the Ski’ whatever form they may assume, as
this Ornament.
No case of Salt Kheiim. Souruy, Sore
Heads, Sarofula or Ery'lpclar, can bine withstand its
influenco. The inventor has travelled over many parts
.•as**’

of the globe, visllfns theptincipai hospi tal* dispemtln*
this Ointment, giving advice as to its application, and
has thus l*en tlio means of rerloring countless numbers
to health.

SQRE LEGS. SORE BREASTS, iWGtNDS
L ULCERS
Some of the most scientific surgeons n«w rely
the list: o| this wonderful Ointment, when bavin? to
cepe with tlio worse casts of sores, wounds, ulcers,
glan lular swellimr*: and tumor-’, prof. Holloway bus, hf.
csiiimand ot the Allied Goneriiments, dispatched to tim
hospitals of t tie Hast, laree shLmiei ts of this Ointment
to Uj used under the direction of the Medical Staff, in
worse c«a.-s of wound*.
It will cure any ulcer, elnridiilar
swelling, stiffness i*t contraction itf t!i« joints, even ol*
20 years’ staiidimr
on

PERKINS~&JOY

PHYSICIANS

SPRING AND SUIMEK GOODS
As choice and as well selected as ever was brought
into Ellsworth market; embracing Foreign and
Domestic Dry Goods, such as Doeskins, Cassiinere:
Satinets, Tweeds, Kentucky Jeans, Flannels of all
kinds, Silk Shawls, Delaines, Print-, Ginghams.

to

Suspassing al! other Pills in their operation f»r
and efficacy, cleansing and removing the

qualities. A neat assortment o:
Hamlkerehiefs, Shirts, Bosoms. Collars, Suspenders Ac. Ac.
Hard, Stone, Glass, Crockery, Eurthci
and Wooden Ware. Fancy French Clocks, LookAc.
Ac.
ing Glasses
of all styles anil

FARBUNQ TOOXS
of all kinds.

1IAS
FKKtfH

received a new lot n
DUL’GS. ,M KMC INKS, J'KU
FL’MEKY, Ac., and now Ea* on hand t.h
larce«t and best selected Stuck of Mbdi
cinbm ever offered in this village, and ar
warrant to lie fresh and new,
anil, m

humors from the
BODY.
Patient his lost treasure, -jJ{.• rlchei

morbid

Restoring

to the

blessing

to

man

—

To whom all orders
lljr“

Sold

by

Sole Proprietors,
3S Central Street, L iweli, Mass..

must !>e add ressed.
al

dealers in medicine.

£33

PIT.KS AND FISTULAS.

e. q.peck,

case

Muslins, Velvets, Drillings, Tickings, Sheeting,
and Shirtings, cashmere and cotton Stockings;
HEALTH.
These Pills have beon recoinmcndedy ny over
Kid, Silk and Leather Gloves,
15,000 PERSONS.
HATS, CAPS AND CLOTHING,
The Certificate* may be seen al the Office of the Pro
A general, nice and tasty assortment of BOOT.:
prietors.
AND SHOES, such as Congress, French calf anc
G. W STONE St CO

BOOTS, SHOES AND BROGANS

Drugs and Medicnes,

the

These -and uthet similar distressing cemiiiniots
| effectually
cored if
Ointment
ruhtonl

recently

the

Patent and ThomsonianMedicinei
PAINTS, OILS, AND VARNISHES
Washing and Burning Fluid
Glass

J ipnns, White
•iHiiing jjnwiiKiP.
to 20X20. Trusses,

Turpentine,

from

7X9

F.ead,

tv

inuu*

Hunimi*
Hums

1

THE PEOPLE'S CONVENTION.
AnoTEF.K ReFI'DI ATION OF TIIK Pl.ATFORM
! ani» tiik Party.— lion. Lot M. Morrill of
o-K,-A-nsriD
Augusta 1ms renounced his connection with
the Democratic party, having written to the
An adjourned Meeting of all of those in this j
| State Committee, of which he is a member, county gopposed to the prcEenl administration, and
FLOUR, CORN, RYE AND INDIAN MEAL.
I his repudiation of the pUtf«>ru) adopted -it
in favor of freedom of Spkecu, and of the Pukss— Also
(’ineinnati.
constantly on hand a good assortment of

can M
nv -r

Chilblains
Fistulas
Gout

Sprains

N*re Leg*
bore Breasts
S.re Heads
N-re ritroat*
Sors* of all kinds

Lumbago

I

Scalds
bweliecKilaudo
Stiff Joints
Dicers
Venereal Sore*
Wounds of all
kinds.

Supporters, Spices |
I

*** So li| at the Aluiiofctciu ties *f plot Hoi Iowa} s, dll
kinds,Citron.Currants. Raisins. Tamarinds. ist ! Maiden Lane, New Y-rk. and 211 Strand, London, and
PrI c 25 Cants per Box,
Moss. Pickles. Nuts. Confectionary, Fruits, Ac. which I by all respectable Druggist* ami Dealere ol Medicine*
or Five Boxes for One Dollar. are a few of the articles that compose his Slock,
I tlirough-oit the United Slates,, and the civilized world
I in Fold, at 2T cts, 01 cts, and s» each.
N. B. Among the many popular
II H HAY Portland, General Agent for M line
F. G. I
EO^There is a considerable aving by iking thelarSareenl A O, sole Agent, Bangor (,’.
Peck, Agent.1
PATENT
Ellsworth.
der21eopis|2tu 1-5
15
IMr*ic.i.i *.n f».• t!n girlin'*? nf patients in
j
lie found the celebrated
o.

all

MEDICINES,

OILS A.XL

of the very best qualities. White Lead from tin
Extra Philadelphia and Schulkill, to the verj
best Boston Pure, best French Zinc and enamalei
Parlor White, Boiled, Haw and Bleached Linscct
Oils, Spriiits Turpentine, Jupan, Coach, Furni
ture and Flowing Varnishes, Lamp Oil, Burning
Fluid, Camphene Ac. Ac.

File*
Rheumatism
ball Rheum*
Skin Disease*

Chap lied Hands

every dis-*r hr

may

MAILS, GLASS, PALXTS,
VARNISH,

well

following 1 he printed

Both the Ointmnit and pills should 6#
used in the following Coses :

Sperm Oil j Mersunal Eruplions

stinuif,

lie

the parts affected nod by otherwise
directions around around each pot.

1

liumlimr. He keep*a general assortment of Medicine
used by physician*, together wit h

Spirits

I>i*en-;e* of the Kidneys. til*

purl.

S>Lf RHEUM & SCOR-

ERYSIPELAS,

MM*

■chan any other Medicine ever bef.ue offered
PEOPLE.

inward

Liver, affections of /ho heart. Inflammation
Lung’, Asthmas, Long he and Colds, are by lie
meat.a effectually Mire*/.
Ever/ hou.’«-wife knows that
salt passes freely through hone penetrates through any
thickness. This healing Ointment for more readily pen
urates though any In mo or tioshy purl of the living
Indy, curing the must dangerous inward complaints, that
cannot lie reached by other means
<>f the

NEW Film

of mankind,” that they hare returned from BustoL
with an entire NEW STOOK of

EXTERNALREMiN’

THE GRAND

My the aid of a microscope, we me million’ of little
•pollings on itirt surface of our bodies. Through theea
tin* Ointment, when rubbed on the skin, Is earri d l*»

r no s vec r r s

Mexican Mustang

OF THE

MONTHLY GEM & GAZETTE.
The proprietors of the “Leviathan Printing
Establishment” have just commenced the regulur
publication of a monthly Literary Journal, independent on all subjects, but advocating no extreme views on any of the exciting topics now before the community.
It is emphatically
A

LITERARY JOURNAL,

and will labor to amuse, instruct and improve its
readers. To this end it will contain choice original Tales, Essays, Biographies, Histories, Pin-try,
Anecdotes Ac., together with the 1 ream of the
current Literature of the day.
Each number will
contain
AN ORIGINAL TALE,

Liniment,

TOWNSEND’S, MORSE’S, WARREN’S
Kelleyes, and Shakers’ Syrup and Sarsaparilla ; Weav
Cuuksr and Salt Rheum Syrup; Brown’s Essence o
Ginger Jane’s Expectorants. Alerative and Tonic Vermi
fmre Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, Veg. Pulmonary Balsam
Downs’ Elixir forlung troubles; Pure Cod Liver Gil
Cod Oil and l.imc, a sure cure for consumption flake:
in season; Oxygenated Bitters for Dispcpsia, the bes
article before lie public, and a sure cure if taken in sea
son Worms; Johnson’s Liniment: Hardy's
Family medicines and Liniment; Curtis !c Perkin’s Cramp and Pan
Killer and Mrs. Winslow’s Soot bine Syrup; Dr Stephen
Jewel s Bitters, aud Pulmonary Elixir, Dr Abbott’*

Don’t
If you

ire

vftixj I

Despair

in

each

Pol

2 'J

Don’t

!

ly.

Despair

nillictetl with a Coucjh or other
pulmonary disorder and have tried
all 111 # r popular medicines of the
day without success, lose
no time in
giving
THE GREAT EUROPEAN

•sr's

arc

Ucmcbn

Cougl)

;

aud Pecks Jaundice Bitters and Fife's Indian Vetretable
Billers a sure cure and no mistake: Brandelh’s Malfiin
Audersmis Phelps’Indian Disjieplic a.id Lid. Vegetabli
Pills; Co-star’s Rat Exterminator, sure death, Hair Dye
M lasses
which may bo found, good
Among
white
men’s
hacks
and
in
!lulls
of
heads
the
dead. He died on his jaissnge
Hair Oils. Bogle's Hyperion Fluid; Spaldings Cistoi
Browi
and
White, Pulverised, Crushed, Coffee
li ha^ often .succeeded wlan all known remedy’s Jiuti
to Portland, and h.s
Oil and Rosemary; Balm of Columbia, Balm of a Thou i
"as committed to 1 Congress, will be held in Ellsworth on Wednesday
j
hud fled.
aied.
Sugars: Smelling, Young Hyson, Ningvung am
sand Flowers, for Freckles, Pimples, *J*c.
4i
the
ocean.
JJe
was
uot
66
old.
quite
the
26th
of
send
June.
Will all the towns
j
years
Ke.ill ilie following certificates, and remember
Oolmig Teas ; Burnt and Ground Coffee; Butter
rht-y
Father Cummings was for many years edi- full
tram persons <>' fi-st rate r--|M!c lability. ,.n-i
are all
Cheese, Tobacco, basins, Soap, Candles, Pork I Of a moral tendency, which in any other form
Mr Fillmore has written a letter of acceptdelegations ? too many cannot come.
tor of the Christian Mirror and
wa- universthey ail alive, in tins Stale, and are willing to answer ail
Dried Apple Ac. Ac., wit! would cost the price of a year’s subscription.
Lard,
Rice,
Beef,
Trijie,
Per order of Committee.
ance of the nomination of the American Na
inquiries niidrestuu to i!i m dea and jmlee «or your,
other articles to numerous to mention and such a?
The Gem and Gazette will number among its!
ally respeew-d.
selves. They are selected from a muiiilutk «t outers
202w
Ellsworth, June loth, 1836.
are usually kept in a retailing store.
tional Convention wkie*! is publish**! in the
regular contributors, the best contributors to Gru-i
From Hr Ji,tin /?•■
T.it-rfy. .tfr.
Wanted in exchange for. said Goods, CASH
Pram Siij —l fane made iim ui your Kompean tarugli
ham’s, Gody’s itnd Peterson’s Magazines, together
The Providence Journal says :
Washington Organ. He endorses the PlatRemedy /or u Cough with w'.m h I h id been afflicted/or
Fresh Meat, Butter, Eggs, Grain; Ox Hides, Cal ! with other popular writers, well known to fame.
well
as
From
Dr.
known
a
Botanic
no
a
“It
is
Leach,
of
a
sectional
hmjp-r
some time ,tn my entire eatisf.icliou, and have also emConvenform ns declared in the
question
and Wool Skins, Wool, Stockings, Yarn, Home
TERMS.
ph yo.l il in in* pi Cl lee willi the hap|*#*.>*i rceull*. ai.u
who has an catinsivc
in made Flannels, Drawers Ac. Ac. and for whicl
party. The South has forced a sectional party
tion.
fvi: undersigned tlmnk
=
cents per annum, alwavs in advance.
fully on.,vi .red that il i* one of tin best medicu.es
Twenty-five
is, on w liich side of the
be
upon us ; the
the
market
will
allowed.
highest
price
this
and
full for past favors, respect an use for ivln/ n is recommended.
will
stand ; on the side
! sectional party
Persons in want of any the above article:
TO
you
2^"
in
fall
No.
2
are
out
his
informs
old
Cus
JOH.V BROWN, jvr n
Engine
fully
of freedom, the law and the constitution, or on
Hoston, Oct. 2d, 1848.
will please give u- a call.
Five copies to one address, for $1,00.
tumors and all others ii
Mus. H' NXBMAN. of Scarborough, liad/or iwo years
uniform anti looking finely, this ^Tuesday) the side of
the pistol and the l*ludPERKINS & JOY.
I)k. IIayden
Sir,—S» much has been
tud
Uni
in./.alts
bee.i
Eleven
ailticted with a most distressing
want of Harnesses, tlmt a
$2,00.
This com- goon.”
3Utf.
afternoon, with a iiand of music.
Ellsworth, June 13th, 185C.
1 said
his shop on Main St. near cough. with cxirente pressure of the lungs, a.ol other
Eighteen
$.'{,00.
in favor of your
celebrated Pills,
symptoms, huriiq, tins time she Tn.I ■•mploy,ni
two
Thirty
ig$4,00, and at the
ly opposite the EUswortl painful
pany has a good share of the yming and
good physicians, and taken many i/the popular adver! that 1 do not think
that I can say
same rate fora larger number.
House at the sign of tin
orou.s enrolled among itmembers, wlio are
tised, medicines wit hunt experiencing any pcriuaneol
will add to their
; but if my
fljf" All orders to be accompanied with the
Big C O L L A It A X 1 benefit. Many nights she was obliged in eit up mr
amlutious lo excell in all that ]><rtain* to the
hours not being aide lo breathe It ing dmvn and friends
T R UmN K can always b<
money, and addressed to
In this
loth inst. hv A Prince Mr. name is of any service iu their recommendaLEVIATHAN PRINTING E>TABLL> 1fMEXT
found a complete assortment of Harnesses consist despairing of her recovery. Last June she was induced
making of an ctlicient and reliable company of Sewell \V.village
At try Key W. Clarke's Great Kiimpeau U -ugh Remedy
Perkins to Miss Frances M. Joy.
to us the same.
tion, you are at
l>KXTKIt, Me. ing of best Silver plate. Brass,Japaned and pottec o trial b.iltlo fur 25 cents great ly relieved tier and
firemen. With one of the best of Engines,—
the best of Oak tannei courage-d her to
Also same da> Mr. Kamlall McCathlen to
e
try a large one I..r 75 cents and to
^y Wanted, Lady canvassers in every town trimmings, made from
WILLIAM LEACH,
Yours, *o.,
of which the company may well be
astonishment of ail who knew her. these two botlhs.
and village, to whom the best terms will be given., leather, Riding saddles and Brushes of variou
Miss Ellen Crowley—all of Ellsaorth.
vviihoui any other medicine whatever, completely is
2w20
No. 15 Minot Street.
Halters of every kind am
kinds aud prices,
before alluded to, of gainand the
her to health which she continues to enjoy
In Penobscot, lith iust., by Peleg (J. Sta(quality together with all articles in that brand stored
Ale and Airs Hunnewvll In-id tin un-elves ready to art
ing a name of being prompt at all times, what ples, Esq., Mr. Josudi tiray to M ss Hannah
of trade.
w.-r all inquiries
re.-peeling tlie nlmve extraunliuary
l’EKRY
DAVIS’
PAIN
KILLEK.—The
M.
both
of
Penobscot*
can hinder them from succeeding.
tiray,
MY STOCK OF WHIPS CANNOT BE EXCELLED cure, and are «i(ttb.it the Knmpeai. (JiXij.ii Urn.*In Mathias 1 1th inst., by Rev. O. Ilaclield. KufTulo Christian Advocate .—“We like Mr.
uy is tin* lies: remedy known for Ci-ughs and disorde £
We venture to say there has lieeii some of
OJers liis professional services to the citizens of Ells
kind
in
Saddler
-f the cln-st and l.ug.u puiend
use,
iia eUt h ihey iec« n n
Stage lashes of the best
worth .mil vicinity.
-(■>here this spring, of any town ; er, Mr. Klli* Al Smith, to Miss A rex zee n I. 1 hivis for the mural and benevolent tendencies
the best
Chamois skin to Iheultilct'd.
Resilience.Rffsimlh House.
\ Silk kept expressly for the ladies,
duu. of D. ti Wilson, Esq. both of >1.
Having supplied our office with every descripThey als-* st.ua til A VI.- W its >u o.ia of their usigh
l»r II may be found al ltie office of l»r. McAHistei for cleansing Silver and Brittany ware. Trunks o
of his character and life. He manufactures
in the State
burs. win* was considered by his fiicnds t«» i,e »n mn
tion of material used in the art, and of the most -luring all bu41 ness hours of the day, except when pro
all kinds consisting of best Neats Leather am
In Pembroke, 16th lilt, by Rev S. Wentwas perstnnU-d
i-o try the Kum#»eau Ci-n^h
an article known almout
to Is- a fashionable and
Russett Doubles, Portfolio, Dress Bay t *p am sumption,
toMi*» Adelaides.
improved styles, we are prepared t« fessiunally engaged.
worth, K. K, Smart,
Remedy, and the r*eu!l -was a rajiid rurmery
References.
LnoKtMO for Democrats.--Bedford Brown,
in
am:
execute
a style which cannot be surpassed,
Trunks
made
to
orde
House Trunks, all kinds of
and safe
for burns and other
all of P.
lieiuurJen fdt cure of l'hi tutor, v. hh mw.-re n i-t k
Porter,
DANIEL
M
Me
RUHR.
I*.
Bancor.
nrii’oy ivlii.-li
il I
jf'-i
t.i
nil
formerly a Senator from North Carolina, was
PROF KQB1.KY IXJNGI.I <ON. Jefferson Med. Coi ! at very short notice, Valises and Traveling Bagso rommuniciUad by Mr. Kmwslcr, Post Maotcr. a
in Whiting, 12th by Rev. Mr. Brackett,
in the Senate Chamber
looking for
description of
Curtis’Cnrn.tr, Aug 20, I>53.
JOSEPH PANCOAST M. D, Surgeon to the Pc.11. all kinds aud sizes, Curry Combs and Horsi
.l_
..._i_i i___
.i.i.i
ik.
; Edw ard Allen to M’ss Sarah Hour, both of W. ami
tail.
Brushes together with every other article usual!’
and ho far an wo can aid him
Kkv. W’ai.tkb lli.AKK —l.eiir Sir : Mr Samuel Sh .w
LETTER.PRBSS PRINTING,
residing in Green. Kennebec County. AIm.. has been
in such esiauiisuinciiis.
looked
in
vairr
but
he
Kepi
parly;
in
the last, for he ban the first, we
-SUCH ASnumucr in
ror ilia
Harnesses cleansed ami oiled at short notice
In lieu of
Menton, Wright, Taze[M.-o winter lu wiiseo ilisircssed for breath that he could
we are not askshall do ho
Books, Sermons, Catalogues, Town Reports,
Cash paid for Hides and Calf skins.
nol i;i> d .;vn—Al last hearing of the Aur.
well, and others of hiseotemporarics, he found
|ean Cnueh
CirConstitutions,
All of the above articles will be sold at fai
Addresses,
Pamphlets,
tie
sent
for
a
Imftle
him
arid
of
ed
to
notice
outcidoour
colcoiniurni'ed
Ms son,
Remedy,
lakir? i*
Jones,
Tennessee, Toomlis,
In thisp*.irpf ?3th, Lizzie, daughter ofWm.
culars, By-Laws, Court Dockets, Bill
11KN K Y KOLIJ A XS.
He was greatly reMeved by the first dose and trot:. i.«t
prices by
Pratt, zuid
rampant Whig* Raich aged 7 ears.
His Pain Killer should be in every
umns.
lime rested well at nisht.
I9tf
Heads, Labels, Trade List**, EnA few irntties complri**.! /L
Ellsworth, June Oth, 18515.
THE SUBSCRIBER,
and
he
now
nre.
desiies
to
during his senatorial term.
Prorecomnieial the iiieil.cine io
velopes, Blanks,
In East Mat hias, 8th inst, Lymr.ii C. son of
The
winch demand* it.
"there, an he is fully assured shat it i»
Mr. Brown is a delegate to the Cincinnati
at the
wonhy of H nt
for
grammes, Versies,
C. F. and
K. Els more. oged 19 months.
meat confidence.
come unawares.
2w20
Ac. Ac. Ac.
Convention, where he will find many more 12th at theLucy
may
I)r.
N.
R
of
of
conResidence
ites,
The European Cough R »inedv is prepared by f.
the
same
of
renegades
stamp.
Waller Clarke, Cornish, Me., by whom agents are m
MAMMOTH BILLS OF ALL KINDS,
sumption, Miss Sarah Taylor, 25 years.
pCocoas ami»CoU*s.—At this season of the year
At the west end of the
'P»ll«l
Taylor’s Premium Starch Polish.
In East port, 28 th ult., Capt. A. Brocks, 73 when
of any required dimensions, sucli as
and colds arc so prevalent, a reliable
Seld Wholesale by Sargent A C>< Bangor H H Hay.
coughs
Maine M kdical Association.—The SoOF
THE
LAUN
THE
FKI'-'.M)
ears
y
PLUGS AND
Portland: Burr «$• Merry. Comhill B<wi<m
and
remedy in such cases is important to all the afflictPRESS. Thin article has be*m lest
Posters, Concert Bills, Steamboat Bills, Aucciety, at its late annual session in Bangor,
in Ellsworth by C. G. Pick: Blnelnll. Seavv and mcv.iim
ed.
Of I>r. Stone's medicine, which will be found
p-l by the ho.^t jut/ges, and pronounc
tion Bills Stage Bills, Horse Bills, Play
elected the following officers for the ensuing
Mirry. Davis: Alt Desert, D U'naoeli Banc, k Cratore
advertized in our |>a|»cr, the Montreal Pilot says:
ed mperior to anythin? of ihe kin
nd hy Agents everywhere
Bills, Show Bills, Hand Bills, Shop
I iy4^
The astonishing demand for (i. W. Stone's Cough
in tlic market. The Highest l*r*
year :
Bills, Ac. Ac. Ac.
inium hog been awarded to it by th
President—Hnsen Rich. Bangor.
Medicide, and it* complete success in curing affecattended
and
faOrders
to,
held
in
Hot
Meclnnica’
SIL
Also
in
Colors
and
with
Fair,
lately
GOLD,
Vice Presidents—James Bates, Fairfield,
tions of the throat and lungs, fully prove that wo,
POKT OF ELLSWORTH.
lou, dnd wherever it Inis l»cn trie
were justified in receommending it to our readers VER LEAF AND BRONZE, with every other dis
and Alonzo Garcelon, Lewiston.
vors
received.
! it has given universal satisfaction
AIUUVKDon its introduction t*» the public; and we can safely cription of
Kec.
C. Weston, Bangor.
[II not only gives a CLEAR I'Ol.lsl
B. F. THOMAS.
Thursday, June 12th.
assert that no remedy has ever become so deservedITl> THE l.l\E.\ but obviates man
Cor. Sec.—A. J. Fuller, Bath.
which laundresses in
in
the
same space of time.—[Lowell
^liincullies
Boston
ly
popular
Sch.
Cnrlew, Croustin,
18<5/i.
Treasurer—J. W. Ellis. Augusta.
Ellsworth
from slicking to lit
executed in tho beststylo and at short notice.
News.
subject. It prevent the sinndi
An
CLEARED.
Standing Committee—T. G. Stockbridge,
iron, and causes tho linen to retain its stiffue-s.
Office on Main Street, (nearly opposite tin
Bath ; 8. II. Tewksbury, Portland;
other important advantage is. that by using the Polisli
Rockland
Betsey, Torrey,
Hancock Bank,) Ellsworth, Maine.
no
n.i-'n
starcl
ed
m
e'llier
cold
or
lie
stare
art icles aan
F. Page. Bucksport ; J. C. Bradbury, UldHolloway’s Pills are an excellent Family
Cashier, Moure, U. Isle#.
and ironed mined lately without llie unfavorable result
Medicine, and recommended to ail sufferers with
town; John Benson; N K. Boutell, WaterIndustry, -, Rockland
winch ii'-iial t v f Row by the ordiimry muiuier.
diseases
of
the
Liver
and
Stomach.
The
do
E.
F.
price, only ‘T* cents in large botibs. Prepared by P
surprising
ville; A. Libby, Richmond;
Morning Star, Sineular,
Sanger
effect of these wonderful Pills have naturally made
TA YM»K. Jit.. No. Id Broad street. Hoslon.
Vandalia, Griffin, Boston
Ellsworth; Geo. Holmes, llelinont, W. A.
to j|« winSulwcrib-r
gives
notice
Piusmore \ SniH. Skowhigan, (Jen. Agents. Sub
J
an
respectfully
them
universal
favorite
with
of
the
the
citizens
r|^HE
Friday, June 13th.
IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN
Rust, Paris; Charles K. Swm, Calais; PresU. Peck.
£ wa.il a CT.£A.\ SHAVE, and their hair cut in lit in Ellsworth by
Colon, as well as to the inhabitants of all other
For the Relief am! Cure of all A fleet’ops of the Throat
Agricola, Herrick, do
P»
ton Fisher, Corrina ; I>r. Wilber, Skowhegan ;
in*Ml approved manner, that he has opened a
I vis
of the world, as they are the best and safest
•nd Lungs
such as Coughs Colds, Conauuiptlon,
parts
ARRIVED.
I).
GoodJ.
BARBER
Lincoln, Brunswick; and J. S.
Bronchitis fnftnenza. Asthma. It la also an Invaln
remedy for all disorders of the liver and stomach;
able remedv f -r Children »i lire ring with the Win Mini ns
new
in
the
second
of
the
of
S.
K
building
II,
win, Saco.
Elizebeth, Sniijh, Boston
story
^
and to the bilious sufferer they are invaluable.
It
or croup.
Cough
For all the above com plait its this
NORWAY
SWEEDES AN'I)
WHITIXli, where be will Lie liuppy t«> have his friend;
Arborer. Curtis, do
remedy stands unequalled. It Is purely a Vegetable
is undisputably admitted that these Pills have
ami theunshaved public, call lor his ‘‘tonsorial” eer
Compound, perfectly aafe. mid not unpleasant to the
Counsellor, Franks, do
never been known to fail to cure these disorders
vice
A F. SMITH.
taate. No family will be without It after having tested
The Masonic Journal.—This paper in
Andrew Brown, by his deed of Mortgage date*
Ita merits.
Georgia, Ally, do
5u
when used in accordance with the directions which
Ellsworth, Jan. 4. ISG6.
April 1 11, 1854 and recorded at Hancock Count,
G.
the first of every month
Saturday, June 14th.
Jw2l
Prlc® Fifty Oata |srr U®nlr.
accojii|>auy each box.
Vol. 99 page 151, having conveyed t
Registry
Katan, Davis, do
W. Chase, Editor and
It is dewhere he now lives
uie the premise in Castine,
Manufactured hy G W 8tov« k Co., No BH CmAbegial Haynes, Lord
tsal street, Lowell. Mass. Bold Wholesale and Netali
and the condition of said mortgage having beci 1
voted to the interest* of
and in
Sloop. Packet. Grant, Rockland
broken, l claim to have the same forelosed.
PRACTICAL
BURR t PKRRY
I tUnW Bottom
Sunday, June 15th.
#todv« I.ady 's Hook Petersons ami Arthurs
of the
of all masons. ReJoshrA H. NOYES.
Boston
Sch
Jordan,
Hccieved
M.
HALF.
II. II. Huy Portland, General
Abigial,
Bv C. J. ABBOTT, his Att’y.
by
sides the articles devoted to the order there is
Agent for Mnina
G. Sargent A Co. Solo Agents for
l»3w.
CLEARED.
Cast
C. G.
i,May 28th, 1HH-.
and who

Ili.v. Ai

v

Cixmihgi, M. D.,of Portland,

is
from Panama

;

are

sick of Northern

Southern slave drivers

doughfaceisin,
crocking their whips

and

over

W. 1. GONGS &

GROfKUIfS,

body

spark

A

Single

Triiil.

j

HARNESSES! HARNESSES 1!

Till! NlvsT TRUNKS!

Philadelphia

Physician
city

questing

Company

yravtio

vicinity.

j

CLUBS.

slavery,

justly
anything
high reputation

MARRIED

ELLSWORTH

liberty

proud,—

disposition

PRIMING I'STiBIJSHHKM!

playing

universally

Flsq.,

good

yesterday

Forsyth,

remedy

n

w-«

<•

vr v-

]K>pularity,
securing
cheerfully, though
advertising

DIED

_

Hunter,
Benjamin—all

......uivv.

manufacture,ami
sale,
keeps constantly
STEAM MILL
bridge.
WEDGES,

cammiity

family.

>

inniaiv.

ivi

•>

■

LADIES, READ THIS.

rntnipoi

SUeS.

Marne List.

promptly
thankfully

Printing

Secretary—J.

FANCY PRINTING

March, 28th.,

Alpheus

*

BARBER MI0P

GAY, MANSON & CO.,
BEST

REFINED

SHOP,

[Notice of Forclosure.

ENGLISH,

j

published

worthy

much of Miscellaneous reading, of the very
best kind. It is a capital pajier, and is only
50 cento

a

year in advance.

Magazines.

Belle, Means, Boston
Albert,-, do
Sloop Hero, Reiuick.

Prince John Van Buren wanted to speak*at
the Buchanan ratification meeting in New
York, but his keepers would not let him. He
w as
only allowed to wave his hat from the
City Hall balcony.
Gov. Rkedeu adduessinq the Merchants
Boston.—Gov. Reeder, of Kansas, addressed a large meeting of the merchants of
Boston, in the hall of the Union Bank building. yesterday morning, upon the present
struggle in Kansas, and the vast interests involved in it.
or

declaration,

that slavery exists by the
Constitution in all the Territories of the United States, was only lost in the Committee of
the Cincinnati Convention by a single vote !
A

Swedes and Norway Shapes aiiJ
Rods. Angle, Sheet and Plate
Iron; IIoop, Band and Spike

JULY.

Sch.

to

BAR IRON,

by

Proprietor.
Freemasonry,
patronage

FREEDOM NOTICE.

Endont, Treworgy, Boston
ARRIVED.

Rockland
Forester, Murch, Boston
Ebro, Lord, do
R. P. Warren, Jordan, do
Adelaide, Clark, New York

Tuesday, June 17th.
Boliver, Mayhew, Boston
Hannah A Abigial, Reiuick, do
May Flower, Bavage, do
CLEARED.
Arborecr, Curtis, Boston
Panama, Tate, do
Sloop Packet, Grant, Rockland
Wednesday, Juno 18th.

Betsey, Torry, do

Fame, Norris, Boston
Elizebeth, Smith, do
—

This is what some of the democrats here
believe in—and what will be the next step.

Domestic Ports.

MACIIIAS Arr June 11, Schs John, RichardBoston; 12th, Donworth, Huutly, Boston;
The Kansas subscription in Worcester now
9th, Amanda, Davis, Jonesport; 12th, Bolivar,
amounts to $8606.
Small, Boston; Sarah, Robinson, with Salt, from
Brig B. G. Chaloner, Thompson, Boston;
The New Yore Times calls M. Pierce, the Eastport;
13, Schr. Ainytis, Foster, Portland,
Sid. June 11, Brigs Mary Lowell, Huntley,
Belshaszer of the White House.
—

son,

BOSTON,

Hascock, ss., Juuo 13, ls56.—Taken ou Execution in which Richard S. Cook and Richard
Tinker are the judgment debtors and will be sold
at public auotiun on the eighteenth day of July
next at ten o'clock in the forenoon at tho Counting room of the Ellsworth Hank in Ellsworth two
shares of the stock in said Hank property of said
Richard Tinker.
MONROE YOUNG, Deputy Sheriff.
4w21

ITH'OUMIK!).
Came into the enclosure of tho subscriber in Orland on the 14th inst., a dark ohesnut Mare, with
white spots on her back, about fifteen years old.—
The owuej is requested to provo property, pay
chrges and take her away.
JAMES MCKENNY, Pound Keeper.
3w21
Orland, June 16th, 1856.

ffeKAIIAM'SMAHAZINE
ceivcd by

20tf

for July
re
M. HALE.

F. DUNN,

Iron; Axles, Spring Steel,

For a valuable consideration to me paid bv
&e.
my minor son, Sowall T. Cupp, I hereby relin- No. 22 Fulton Sroofc, Corner of Crons .Street,
to trade and transact
him
his
time
unto
quish
business for himself an fully and as freely as
MASS.
hough he were of full age ; ami 1 shall claim
CC. H. GAY,
P. E. GAY,
>
none of his earnings, nor pay any debts by him
N. U. MANSON, $
lyT l R. O. FULLER.
contracted subsequent to thisdute.
DANIEL POPP.
21 3w
West Tr?nton. Jnne 18, 1856.
NOTICE.
All persons in debt to N. C. Reynold* by mite or
kcoount are requested to call and settle or their
Jills will be loft with a lawyer.
N. C. REYNOLDS.
203w
Ellsworth, Juno 1:1th, lt»5G.

Special

Notice.

All persons indebted to tho late firm of You a 5
t Jordan or to II. B. Jordan, either by note or
iccount, aro specially requested to call and settle
within thirty days from this date, or all demands
will be left with an attorney and no longer de1*. B. JORDAN.
ays given.
Ellsworth, June 13th, lSIG. 20tf

JUST RECEIVED' AND
Keeps constantly
,.

ueral

aest*i

iineul

on hand
Watches, Clocks, an.!,
«\f the latest styles ol Jewelry.
—

ALSO—

Watches. Clocks amt Jewelry carefully repaiied a id
Warranted.
Store on Main Street, a./ew doors above the Bank
formerly occupied by I. H. (Jrendle.
6if
Ellsworth, Feb. 2tUh, |Si»6.

I* 2 33WID IK
u

^

CORNER MAIN AND SEA STREETS.
ROCKLAND. ME
with the above House is an
ccliant LIVERY STABLE. Coaches always
attendance for the oecomodatiou of travelers.

yyConnoctcd

Hancock,
l FTER extensive

i\.
er

practice in the Hospitals of New York and Boston, of-

his services

worth and

to

the

people

of

Ells-

vicinity.
Office in Whitings New Block,
wheie he may he found night and day
except when professionally engaged.

i

N x l g

Sheriff’s Sale.

T.IKK NOTICE.
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Bangor.
i'i>l«6m4H.

Peck, Ellsworth.

Spikes,

Monday, June 16th.

Betsey, Torry,

Sch.

G.

ss.

e.x

ii

*

May 22n<l, 1850.—Taken

or

Execution ill which Hamilton Joy of Ellsworth in
said County is the Judgment debtor and will be
sold at public auction on Saturday the twelfth day
of July next at ten o’clock A. M. at the Counting
mom of .tho Ellsworth
Bank in Ellsworth out
half of six shares to wit: throe shares of Stock in
Likewise at the same time and place
said Bank,
imo share of the Stock in tho
Hancock Bank
Corporations duly chartered aud doing business at
Ellsworth.
Further particulars at tho time and place of
sale.
J. R. REDMAN, ShorilL
193

LL persons having demands against me are
All outstanding accounts not settled in thirty W requested to present them immediately
for settlement, as I intend to leave the place
lays will be left with an attorney for collection.
H. 11 JORDAN,
W. W. ROGERS.
soon.
i li-ONSTANTIiN
20tf
F. 11s worth, June 11, 18-50.
18jG.
2©tf
Ellsworth, June 12th,
joti
1

Rcaily Hade Coffins
hnml and for sale bv
w. w umupr<.

FARM

FCR^ALE.

Situated in Bluchill I 1-2 miles from
the village, on a branch road leudii g
lann the Bluchill and
Buckxpoit stage
road. Said farm contains ala «t
eighty
acres <1 good land well divided
into
mowing and pasturing; well watered with
d
springs and a well. On said farm is u one story
house :» * by 25, barn 60
wood
house
30 by
by 31,
n. all
mostly new and in good repair. There it n;3" a
plenty of fire wood, and about i.ni y.-tuig as
pic trees mostly grafted fruit, 'inis luius can be
bought low and on reasonable tnmr. It was
firmly ccupied by the xnbscriher, where iufwieution can be bail
peisonally or by letter.
N EWELL OrGOOU.
x,
North Bluel.ill, Me., June
l03w
..th, lN.>6

Sheriff’s SaleMty 30th 1856—Taken on E\ution in which Stephen B.
Oigood U the JudgineMt debtor and will be sold at
public auction on
the filth day of
July next at ten o'clock in the
forenoon at. tho 0* tinting room of the EB.-wo-th
Bank in Ellsworth,
forty share# of the xtoOk in
said Bank jt- the
property of said Osgicd.
K HELMIN'. I>..|,ut.y Sheriff.
"I1’
Hancock,

ax.,

®

1) VPKII IIA Nl 11 Mis
I

Him k»tor<

in

I 111

,1

p.

a~i

■

i

i

TOETRY.

S»ES WCOOi^S!
Pqu!cn*cicur drtist

For the Anerio.i'1.
Ml. E »?TOa:—T cn*w the following I!n <*
& »*u mtiuorv
The source from whi h I obtained them I cstuio? tow t II. If they ar*
vrprthyof in.vi Lr ie ;ur paper, y »u will
1

uie

e

them

appropriat

ELLSWORTH ME,

Latest
The
and is
of

iingh

>r

a

idl

laughing,

Most fan tunic

till ti-ig

•.

ru,

—

thing;

Slave to every

hanging passi
Loving, hating in extr im

Fond of

-n.

<

»!•«•

Pictures

changing

f

••

seit

'I'

parui

•.*

glass

on

( Vn.cr
Aiain mul SI .t* mrei
tures. ire t ♦ kt»r» upon the best of

FRENCH

h
w.tii
G i‘*
the '**■ Ik;
the pic ure
.etna its hrii. me* l«*r ages
They are heanttfni u
tone. ?w»1 ■ f and c ear in rfUrt. may he seen in any light
t ne as enduring as the glass ii|am which
■ :i
they ate ta
k.’u.
Tin y tie n> t reverse! like Pagtu rreuty |«s, t.ui
the natural position of the sitter
ties ni
Prices varving from two to fifteen dollars*, according
lo si/e and .jiiahty of case o
fr line.
1 hig’ieCf-.v>lypcs taken as usual.
IT ¥-A
pictures w .rtanteil
'ic are tnvn-d to ml! and examine
T’
•perimens
P. tores take ii in ••
weather and warranted to give
1
•> '■
A 5 oodass >ri men of Lockets and Pm.
r.’

!»«*•»

i:ch

■>

pain;

the proceeding.

charming, lovely er-attire.

i: w

ay

9M<

v

s .'u

w

HTS,

2

Ellsworth,

gentle passion,
sympathy and love ;
work of heavenly fashion,

and grace in rich profusion
Softening man’s ferocious soul;
Al! creation's fair conclusion
E-l ined to

1856

beautify the

F

>r

|

whole.

ih«s F.llsw irth ImTicin.

MAN S WHEREABOUTS
LY

\LBIOS'

oeeupi.-g

Who

wears

W.

NT

I n't ’a fk
/ 1.1 Ti il

•11

Order* •(, *:•»,•• .»r <*t'i-rw •*- promptly
work returue*' without ilrinv.

o
2 Smith's
\i».

in the sacred synagogue.

here's the satisfaction
Oi the poet's
whirling brain?
It he make a slight refraction
\N

)f

sisthip

ot the most fishionuble

FROCK,

uv

a

ral

tendency,

in any

which

youth.

Eleven.*

Eighteen

orator—

Thirty

*•

••

two.•

f *r a larger number.
7&“ All ord-.-rs t*> be accompanied

To virtuous ambition,
•So are our souls
fulfilling
Man’s important mission.

m*l

Kiuljninlery

at

with

the
the

and addr—*od to
ATI! \N PRINTING E

One Dose Relieve!

TABLI>HMEXT
Dexter, Me.
"anted. Lady canvas*ers in every town;

village,

wh**ni the best

to

terms

will be

given. I

Prepared only by
WALTK1S C1.AKKK. S>;e Propiioior
ighs.
Aslfitnn, lnc.tju>nt
-ti.su tnfd ion
lrijiui-mii, Itifficutij u/liimitt,t<z 4 d- *,• ex
let mi tel y e,uftluyeil uni!
highly <i/t/ti imiled

for

i

in

LASSFITDE DEBILITY AND FAINTNESS
SPRING WEATHER.

h.uro,n

u nuic

for Ihe ji>s\

Our Mono—“Small profits
S.llos.

tunc intro-

duc'd tnii this ciiuat11/.
introdncill.’ a New U. .hemes where Patent NTe.J
if®
t a woi# of exptanatio
eady a
II.IV tic* deemed
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wand -red f*.r fnm t‘.e>, mother,
Far from my happy noim* ;
I’ve left the land tua-t gave mo birth.
In other climes t-. roam ;
And time since then has rolled its years.
And marked them on my brow :
Yet I have often thought ol‘ thee—
I’m thinking of thee now.
vi*

G.

F.

..1

Ivepps .Must•tnily

—

I'm thinking of the day mother.
When with anxious cure,
You lifted up your heart to heaven—
Your hope, your trust was there ;
Fond memory brings
your parting word.
While teal’s roll'd down your cheek ;
Thv long, last, loving look told more
Than even words could
speak.
I'm fur away from thee, mother.
No friend i* near me now,
To soothe me with a tender word,
Or cool my burning brow ;
The dearest ties uflcction wove,
Are all now torn from me ;
left me when the troubles came—
They did not love like thee.

They
1 *m

lonely and forsaken now.
and unblest;
Unpitied
Yet still I would not have th< e know
llow surely I’m distress'd :
I know you would not chide, mother,
You would not give me blame,
But soothe me with your tender words,
And bid me hope again,
I would not have thee know, mother,
How brightest
hopes decay ;
The tempter with his baleful
cup,
Has dashed them all away;
And shame has left its venom sting,
To rack with anguish wild—
Yet still I would not have thee know
The sorrows of thy child.

Oh, I have wandered far, mother,
Since I deserted thee,
And left thy trusting heart to break.
Beyond the deep blue sea.
Oh, mother, still I love thee well.
And long to hear thee speak.
And feel again thy balmy breath
Upon my care-worn cheek.

thought, mother,
Pervades uiy bleeding breast.
That thy treed spirit may have down
a

To its eternal rest;
And while I wipe the tearaway,
There whispers in my ear
\ voice that speaks of heaven and thee,
-Ynd bids me seek thee there.
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Brown, by hit deed of Mortgage dated
1* *4 and record' d at Hancock County
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Vol.
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t wrv short notice, Valises and Traveling Bagsof
11 kind* aud -i/.e*, Curry Combs and Horne
brushes together with every other article usually
i(-|*r iu such trUiblinbuienU.
Hario-"«w cl caused and oiled at short notice,
’ash paid for Hide* aud Calfskins.
\ll of the above article* will be sold at fair
.rice, by
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Tnr undersigned thank
full f.-r putt tutors, respect*
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hi* shop on Main St. nearly opposite the Ellsworth
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CORN AND MEAL CONutantly on hand, and of the best
persons are hereby forbid purchasing said notes.
juality for sale low by
I 10RN, FLOUR
PRKINS & JOY.
AND MEAL, for L'EATHERs for sale ut
Peters Comer Store Main St.
18tf.
14tf J. R. JORDAN’S.
\J sal* at
14tf J.K JORDAN' S
r
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ase

of hand against Lewis
notes
The Ij'iugh thl
of Hiawatha,
1 MACKEREL AND TRIPE Obear of Ellsworth, due me, and falling due as a-ul Mrs Rebecca Companion
V. Upton’s Cook Book.
follows: 1st. one $i0, due June 1«,
2nd
for sale by
PERK INS At JOY.
17tf
J B. OSGOUD.
one, same amount due in one year from the lath of Fur sale by
Peters Corner Store Main St. 18tf.
June, 3rd one two years from the 18 of June
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new

Patent mid Thomsonian Medicines
paints, oils, and varnishes
Washing and Burning Fluid,
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Moses Hale,
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its close.
II the
accounts being from eye witness and
participants
in the scenes described.
Persons sending$2.00 will
receive a sample copy and morocco hound
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Our stock is intirely new. our prices arc reasonable, onr motto, ••use all well” and our intention
is to keen good good? and sell them, fall and fee.
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Quick in Wb.tings New Block,
wheio be may bn found
AGENTS WANTED,
night and day
To Sell by by Subscnbtion, a C'ompleta except when professionably engaged.
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price*. 14.im

P orsons wishing to purchase
K xcrllent tiiti.i mui.s,
It MW. boiled and whale On., Fu in,
K itchen and garden implements,
I iujTo\ed Mechanic?' Tools,
N ice liiiiKit. La hi*. Polls and Hams,
S Hons, Boots, Hats and CAfs,
A nil all kinds «.f P»iu\ imo.ns
N ot mentioned here, and also
1> HEss and other I>m Goons—such as
J earn’ Ac., can do so with cash or Produce
0 ur store in Petkks lli.oi k throughout the
Y ear and at fair price*.

at

Mure

ENT A LABORATORIES,
East Cambridge and South Reading Mass,
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-re ..|
J. \V.
Wood A Co., Ellsworth ; also at the
•■■■• house of Daniel Foster, Trenton,
W. Harbor. Tremout.
albert Bartlett.
From the above places, wool and yarn will be!
taken, Manufactured into roll* aud Cloth, and returned at the following prices
For Carding and Oiling 8 cts; Weaving ati<l Millwashiug Cotton and Wool Flanuels, Plain or Twilled, 14 cents; Satinet 30 cents.
J. Follaxsbee.
Mt. Desert, May 20th, 1856.
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Take Sot ire.
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received per Soh. Python Iroui nUKXITURE REPAIRED. COKr FINS made, an J all binds of jobbing
Norfolk and for sale by
i
attended to at Crchore's old staud M .in
J. II. L * NO DON & CO. Street.
19
J8tf.
May 28. 1856.
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DANIEL W. LAWRENCE A CO.,

warranted ro cukk'
TVn boxes have cured a tiad old
Two In six 'x.xes have cured Raising ol Blood.
Three to five Aoxeahave cured Whooping
Cough
Two to lour boxes have cured Croup.
Five to right boxes have cured L
i.sumption.
Manufactured by S. D. FULLER 4- CO
.Vo A W
on Lane
Boston
P K .Vl,A TER Jc CO.. Wholtale and K.nail
Agents
No t Treni..nt Temple, Bust
by Druggists and merchants genera.,
Voughoul the country, also tiy the Manufacturers. .\,i
Wilson Lane Boston Mass
I
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Y <i will go fi •11 h into the world 10 «.iv with thousand*
•I "1 her- r A RIi'H»HPs' ABD'iTf BlfTKHs have il o.e
woii.l. r* tor me
n»e 1-at.el i« Cnpvugh ed and e h
'"t: e
tor the protei on of ihe ouni-m er- aid pro
'•
he .• -nra-t of IV.. tr Wm
A
i. let <»r tie irs
^ether with lit*sigmonr* of
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t
\
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v I 2* I v
-11 State stTen B -ton

Oriiai.e ntiiig anil Enameling
SHIPS’ CABINS AND I*ABLOBS

erty owners throughout t!»e c« untry to be insi ted
in tin re jui-per places. Tallies ut ui.-tauee l’r<>iu
village t«* village and statistics of the agricultuial
geolugicol mechanical and mercantile resources
and condition of the country to be given.
Extra
plans "t all the principal villages on an enlaiged
scale tu be added in the margin. Also
perspective
views id M*mc ! the public and other
important
building- Ae. The map to be engaaved in very
sup' iur style beautifully col< reel varni-hed mounted on cl«»th with rollers and furnished
subscribcrs ouley at five dollars per copy.
No labor
or expense will be spared t«» make the work valuable and beautiful; and the most liberal patronage ol the citizens is expected to enable the publisher to carry out the work.
HENRY F. WALLING.
State Engineer of Massachusetts.
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SIGN PAINTING
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The undersigned propose* provided sufficient enCituragt men he given t-t tvu'.-t« u« t and publish a
large .u.d accuiulc map e>l Hancock county trout
actual purveys.
Every read o be carefully measured by course of cverv description
and tiiptat.ee and the locations given ol all the bills
8tf
| ponds streams roads railroad* mills churones
schools stores work-pi;-.ps dwelling* and
ther ub-
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I Humors. he unifying the
Removing murhil or vit a
litre. KhhU'iS .lie ami energy iu your entire I'a me
he
the w..rld no longer 1 •••k dark a.o'
Ken'er w
.h.iii*
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GCILDING ani
PAPERING.
Executed in the host style.
Particular attention paid to (miming; Var-

HAN C0( K CO UNTY.
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land.
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IMPORTERS

use

ami vv lien m the spring of I*.' I. i.f atriml
'.IS Ci.in.try, and whs.the order m
1 iv i:..• pr..v,
deure he was ru'ted to <M*rti|>v hi*
present pn*i|..m •>'
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put.
lie. to this Medicine, but during the early
pari <«f win
ler, be found that sever*
his friends' were afflicted
i:h severe di*..riler nl the .•niuumari urg.in.
[hauled !.y an obstinate a>.d distressing rough which i..
yielding to the remedies en o>ed, he pi,M
*evera
• ilh a !io!l!eeach of
his Kurofiean C’.-ngti It.
inedy n
ev.-rv Case a speedy cure was i!,« result. and
as a imn
'■r >>t Course ln.«*e win* had been thus
hrurft tei! re".
.'.de.' .t to their friend- a demand
being ihus created
•he pr. pnetor though! it his
duty to make arn;i,seine.
lor suppy ing it, ami hat those at a distance n.,»* to
•hie l• avail Hit ntselv.-s of its use Ac-nts are
n|.ji■
"every pari .-I the t..untry fur it* sale ,t...' roi.m.Vr n
the numerous cures wi n h havi- lo-en ef:e. >etl
t;,
ter it.any ui our most
pupiliar mml-cines hod lieen tried
in vain, it is
< ... »h Heine.i>
believe lfie K.-ropea,
he most speedy, sale, and el
actons Remedy lor Court
•J*'-. ever befme the public
O.-nera.Uy tne fir- dose
-ive rebel
and a single Bottle effects a cure. H' <1 m in
case since its introduction upii this
on. try has
».ee.
known to fail when |ier*evered id accutdclh to the >i
reel ions uccompamug oqh -|B.d.he
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Health by the
>eveiai years aim ttie

'•Inns.ry.

PRACTICAL

mvuivt

When at my tender side.
You watched the dawning of my youth.
And kissed me in your pride:
Then brightly was uiv heart lit up
With hopes of future joy,
While your bright fancy honors wow.
To deck your darling boy.

:

::Vitality of t'liud ai.d frame is retained and
the dull list lev fuelling **f weariness and lassitude
as vva :u >t*riog w, ,.ther advances is tirevent or
ba:ii: !;iu.
11m- gl. w < I full life i» felt in till it*
luxury—the tree glad sensation of buoyant health
an«l abundant energies.
Il» Hi!, l o-n U Si C<>. 1 Cornhill General Aaent
MAX:?! ICLD A CO. 11 City \\ harf
Tpt-cial Agent
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Ellsworth, May lti, 1 Vii;.
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CHANGE IN TIIE ATMOSPHERE
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nrepiratnu
sympathy. l’iie man Hav 'ug upon the system through their aeti*>n upon lorilu
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qualities and ail their medicinal ones also I'-lisInnent an as he ticrama more e.rte «nv y,.,
curse of
intemperance, w.th us att nding. c.vvpt
meanes
Cathartic powder l-.r which a laxative if >y
a.' Mils in various
parts ol the count ry I1
downward inJuniee. lias h r d >n it* work,
mi.-tut"*!.
It i in 111*-take tin ui in '•onnection— re-nUs equalled Ins most sin 'nine e\ DecI tln.ua I. noil re
and a spirit, noble a-ud
Mill- were apeedily
sold aid most exira >rdiinr.
gen -im.is, that might the (lb hub s at night and the Fluid through th*
iris erfei-ie.l. aoma vvIm a ter sutTerm.’ f. .jui
and should b tin* prid'* and iruument of the
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Goods.
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TO MY MOTHER.
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Doeskin Pant*

OF THE BEST QUALITY.
—ALSO—
A l.irsre assortment of Boys style of
go .1
io make
up.

I
■•!>

b**

BOSTON.

large

>■

..l_J

KAU.ROAH

SACK and

Joys’ Clothing

[2,000 Boxes Gold Chop l'n>tol Crackers.Extra quality,
2.000 Boxes Uncle Sam's Mammoth Crackers labelled with tbe American Flag
3.000 Boxes Young America, with Pistol*
to match.
.">,000.000 Pulling Crackers.
300 Boxes Double Headers.
o.OOO.000 Torpedoes.
T be w bole comprising the largest assortment
Ordei* Add re-sod to
n the United Mates.

MA>

styles.

and all person- interested in t wnship Xo. >. >. 1>.
N"M. 1'. in the County of Hancock that 1
A
assort.nent oT
-hall proceed t- sell by public sales t«. the
highest
bidder at the County Treasurer's office in Ellsw.-rth
in said county on Wednesday the thirteenth
day A'Ft'e Shirt- P
it
('.
>t
kI'-aiaN
•f August next at ten o’clock A. M. (unless
'•carprePocket Milk'!.'. I'mlfr sinrt.a. I't,i\«-rs U... er* Snviously settled) so much of said township as will
P»1 n k W lute, an.' Ft
K
iii >>-.
petnlerthe
tax
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satisfy
by the Court of Countv
iiK
Lisle 1 iirea.l, m various .ttlier
ommissioners on the ninth day of Mnv \. 1» !
s.vies of
•lie thousand eight hundred and fifty five as cerU I. O V F. S
tified t• me in said Court to wit:
L1 .'ether alt a I'i'e m »-t
Uu township Xo. s S. I». the sum of
,»t
eighty nine j
1<-liars and sixty cents arid incidental ex
ponces.
Saddler’s and
Silk*.
<hi township Xo. 2s .M. 1). the sum of one huti
yw n.tf s.ik e.-. Pi'll- 11A
1-.
K\ P,» | ,s> L \
•)
A‘
lred seventy six dollars and sixty four cents and
AlMO" \ i'L f M K L\DIF>.
incidental expenses as by law required.
iC7"W e are also
ro make up
H.
TKEVETT. County Treasurer.
'LOTHlNG it* order, iu the uettMi ami mint woik
3tnol j.
manlike manner.
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Treasurers Office,
t Ellsworth April 24th. 1 >56
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Fancy

vII the various articles known in the Art, together
with all the varieties of Sail \V works.
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lint,—a d all attendant ill*: and whih al
ir*i i' gently afimiilales ltie stomach cleuioing and re
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WM. P. TENNV .v CO

Business Croats
cs-j

H.V\|

Twenty-five cent* per annum, alwav- in advance.
TO OI_iXJ33S.
Five copies to one address, f«.r $1,00.

What satisfaction’s this?

/*

tor

spit INC & SIMMER CLOTHING!

DRESS,

STATE OE MAINE.

TER Ms.

production

Where does he lind his bliss ?
Suppose he lx* a monitor.

•_ V :_

d

n
w n

VE S T S

aid cist the pin*' •[ a year's subscription.
Thu Getu and Gazette will number among its
regular contributor*, the best Contributors (<• Gramm's. body's and l’etvson's Magazines, together
with other popular writ* r>, w< 11 known t*> fame.

Savor of wit and truth,
Wc praise his brain's decoction

1.1

Cashmeres
Together

of Silks. Satin? Grenadh.es.

r

NOTICE.
\ LL Persons indebted lo the late firm ot
Halo \ Eaton are requested to t all and
Sottlr mimed lately,
14tf
HALE & EATON.

Agent!

*v

We view him with disdain.

T-_

,

of ihe latest impnrtuti"
Alsnun extenMv assort

M.i’ eh >s. of a!l -Ivies and colors.
complete assortment of

Black and

md will labor to amuse, instruct and improve it*
-eailer*. T«* this end it willcontain choice origin•1 Tales, E-says, Hi 'graphics, Histories, Poetry.
\nccdotes Ac., t-gi-t:»•
with the cream of the
•uncut Literature of the day.
Each number will
‘oiitaiu
AN ORIGINAL TALE,

Panegyric profusions
Ijampexin a rising name.

I

Grrinaii

VDSTINGS
('oi

at

IT WHO ITS 1 IT TO TIIL TRADE,

AND

pnees
Linseed Oil
White Lend
Zinc
White
Spts Turpentine
Pure Verdigris
Copal Varnish**
Colors in oil
Japan
together with a f ill assortment of Dry Colo
common Drugs andW indow (tlass.
*J ly

And it is further Oruriied.—That the following
Among which may befmiml
be assessed upon the following township ini
the County oi Hancock fo the prurpose of re paring
the road leading from the South line Aurora1
thr->iiL'h said townshin tn tlm W‘»»if lino
I:.
t«>n viz:—On township Xo. 2s. middle I»ivision
Kuc -fi, French, in
timated to contain twentytwo thousand eighty acres Madefr-.rn various |.n.itie*
•".in and American I’madrlnths.
exclusive ot lands reserved for public uses the sum
of one hundred seventy six dollars ami sixty four
cents
being eight mills per acre: and Joseph
IM'JSlNKSS PANTS, "I all tuy ies ,t i.l ijuaiiiies
\iiin
.Mureh Jr. of Ellsworth is hereby appointed
-ilk, Lasting Cashmere and Ya miia
to expend said sum (u|x.m sueh portion ofsai<l road
i.- lies in said
township Xo. 2s.) according to lav
Attest—P. W. Pkuhv. Clerk.
They have a’*., on hand a ha d-nuie assort men'
A true eoppy Attest—P. \V. Perry. Clerk.
A true eoppy of certificate of assessment.
Attest,
il.
Trevett. County Treasurer.

A LITERARY JOIRXAL.

0. what vain delusions
Ait*mi a thirst f’»r fame

are our

j

Tiie proprietor* <d the “Leviathan Printing
Establishment" Lave just commenced the regular
mblicjitifii 1 a monthly Literary Journal, indc■endcnt ou all subjects, but advocating m> ex;rui]p views on any of the exciting topics now bcbre the community.
It is vmphati ally

Sunday far s
Know not the decal >gu*\
Yrt seek the highest places

spouting
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Then chilled is every pleasure.
And cold, philanthropy.

the

ni**ck, Same
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NV. F. STAN WOOD.

Sun
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execute.!
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>'f all color? and qualities
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inent of

dingly.

the

Who sups the* mundane ration
ITtiven would allot them ?

While
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’ound

CLARK.

the station,
the diadem.

But if his toil’s

Knglisli,

Small Rihibifions Furnished

or

Short yotice.
'omprising many novel and brilliant Piece*
Never before introduced.

ude.

No. O'J Broad—four doors south from
31:1k St. Boston.

r **v have received ihelrsPKI.XG AVp sC'I'l
K
it >tl|)S
which hems ii:iiiel» new at
p■
■>.
I•»-11
v"'km ><hip. imw
iiuie#
tr the largest ever
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tiered l>> th.i- to
c
Among then stock may he found ,t i.ii^p ami exi.a
s»ve assortment of

<

Epsilon.

As

may 2

HAZEN & FRNCH.

than Ever.

lieaper

FIRE 70RBI.
Large

the subscribers under the firm of 11
ARK GOOD FOR.
H Emerson & Co., is this day dissolved by muThey have bee made and sold 40 years.—S years by
tual consent, either partner is authorized louse
ne present proprietor and
Dole tins gnat truth, in
the name of the firm in liquidation.
i«* laC.a in
his |*»ssession. showing that thay ha»»
of
H B Emerson.
:ured ami helped ihotieai da irs iInmimiiiiIsiiI
Wm. Turner
znrozoBSTZoiir.
Ellsworth, May 8th, ?8.>f>,
Nervous
Derangement ol the
PigesdiVe
H.B Emerson has removed his shop to the I ■"tinciions. Debility, of mind and
Depression
spirits. Oppressn n
tan house where he will continue to make Boots
dter hating. Acid Momach. Mck Headache. >n kuea*
11 ihe
am'
Brash
Humors
Colds
stomach.
Water
to order cheap for the cash
onehs L'•stiveoess. Jau olire. Flatulency Rheumatism
■Vinaie U'strut liens, Loss of Ap|ielile, Pain in the

Sale in Ellsworth.

offered fur

OZTT or MOTdTOn.

iV’uuld call attention of committees for cities and
towns, *130 Individuals, to theii comlet* amofU
nent of

tween

S. PADELFORD & CO,

STATE OF MAINE.

w->*

Who

Ever

ABBOTT

L^NSROAN,

PIROTBGMISfS

.4. Rirharus’

<’o-Partnership.

SASDERCOi:

one

HE

co-partnership heretofore existing be-

TIIE

Furnishing Goods,

H.wtock <**».—At the Court of County Commissioners
begun and held at Ellsworth within and foi
the County of Hancock
n
the fourth Tuesday
of April A. D. one thousand eight hundred and
fifty five uud by adjournment n the ninth day
of May A. D. one thousand eight hundred and
fifty five.—
Oni>kitem That there be assessed on Township
No. v South Division in the County of Hancock
for repairing the roads therein leading from the
East Hue of Kll-worth through said No. >. to the
South line of Waltham estimated to contain eight
thousand nine hundred and sixty acres exclusive
of lands reserved for public uses—the sum of
eighty nine dollars and sixty cents being one cent
jH>r acre; and Joseph T. Grant of Ellsworth is appointed Agent to expend said assessment accor-

Miniature of charms above.
L

AND

BOOTS

IHsnlutiwn of

AND

every

Tender
Perfect

GOODS,

1

BETAKEN IN THE SPRING.
kind enough. Header, to give your attention
moment, and y«*u will learn wha

Ellsworth March, 28th., 18o6.

CLOTHING

in

SilOP.

AGO’ >1) CLEANSIG BITTERS

fa-

B. F. THOMAS.

All the above will be sold for cash. <>r in exchange
for Country Produce, such a- Fresh Meat, Butter
H.tv;ns disposed of iiieir Ol D STOCK OF GOODS
and Eggs, and every thing usually exchanged in
taken advantage
of the
p’«;.-mre m the m«>n
to
nwuk'i
this market, for which be w ill allow the highest>
purchase CMFaP by paying cash
•vhich ivjii enable then. to ml
market price.
Store on Main Street, next door West of Albert
Robinson s.
JOSHL’A R. JORDAN.

.Moses hale.
22 I

ii

CAPS,

vors

FOUT.TH 0r; JULY,

who
th

n the second story oi the new
building of H, f- S. K
IVHI TING, where tie will be happy to hare his friend;
for
his ••tnnaorial” aer
call
unshared
the
mil
public,
A F SMITH.
„ce
Ellsworth. Jsn 4 |s<54.

promptly attended to, and
thankfully received.

SPRING AND SUMMER

SHOE*,
W. I. GOODS AND GROCERIES,
FARMING
TOOLS,
HARD WARE,
CROCKERY.
Ac., Ac.

hand.

irth. f

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN

THE

BARBER

Orders

STOCK OF

THE LARGEST

plat*

placed a corre>|*»ndmg glass
ailed by a transparent cum. raining
v.

Ocnth*. niod.-st. graceful thin"-;
M **t exquisite work of nature.
Fair r than the lovely spring.

Que**nof

r'tht

v

«

Never
tt

Lovelv trifle. dear illusion,
Conquering weakness, \* isln-dfor
Man’s chief glory aud confusion.
Of all vanities, most vain.
on

tin•

•-

ry f- dish fashion,
And, at best a pleasing dream.

Fared*

.11

■

GLASS!

pur- *•:-i1

i’.:r

-'ir,
H.
fi:
WHGLK >IZfc!*KK \ and a|
! to U
«! ..iso laMiutnl unit
,>,•.•;»

*■

ev

Woman !

-I h.iv

i.

j*

Purchased expreesly for this market, and with
referanee t'» the wants of customers in this
vicinity. His stock is suited to the tnst? and wants
of every ola-s of c* mmunity. and having been purchased t" SE1 L, not to KEEP, he is confident that
he can ojor such inducements to purchasers as
are
seldom found
in this part of the state.
Among his stock may be found the following,
which comprises but a small part it viz

special

l.R—

PICTURl'S ON

irk *f nuti.r.
Aud like fancy on the wing.
w

STORE.

ES,

Subscriber respectfully gives notice to
want a CL/?AN SHAVK. and their lair cut
iioet approved manner that he h;-.s opened a

STEAM TVEII.Ij
At the west end of the bridge.
PLUGS AND WEDGES,

< LCTHINC.

ELLSWORTH

returned from Tlncton
and well selected stock

DRY GOODS \XD G ROCK I! i

i.RIv

THE SUBSCRIBER marmfncturs.and
keep? constantly for sale, at the

Arrivals!

undersigned has just
now opening a large

vsor.iAZ-r.

Woman’ flue ghiiiss,

FIRE-WORKS!

INI IcTW STORE 1

MOSES HALE,

[

fortius

hand and for sale by
W. W. KOUEJI8.
I

du..ominued
4. Ii a iy •uiiscriher'remwve tu another
pUca without
l.'nniiii fue publialn*:* and hr papers are mml to the
uier >1 tree in m tun nr- held
r«*»p.m» bie
■»
1 lie court* t,ave deeuled that
irltiainf to lake a
or removing
Bv.»,.aper l(< o liie
and leaving it
,wr’ *• P»a»a Bus evidence of luitaiiuusl
era

■aud^

>

»

V

,

